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ABSTRACT
SOME EXACT SOLUTIONS OF COLLIDING 
WAVES, BLACK HOLES AND THEIR 
THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES IN DILATON
GRAVITY
Emre Sermutlii 
Ph. D. in Mathematics 
Advisor: Prof. Dr. Metin Giirses 
December 1998
We consider all possible theories in spherically symmetric Riemannian 
geometry in D-dimensions. We find solutions to such theories, in particu­
lar black hole solutions of the low energy limit of the string theory in D- 
dimensions and study their uniqueness. We find for the first time in litera­
ture, exact solutions of colliding Dilaton-Einstein-Maxwell Plane Waves. We 
investigate thermodynamical properties of four and five dimensional black 
hole solutions of toroidally compactified string theory. We find the explicit 
expression of the first law of black hole thermodynamics. We calculate the 
temperature T, angula,r velocity ÎÎ and the electromagnetic potentials on 
the horizon using two different methods. Collision of plane waves in dilaton 
gravity theories and low energy limit of string theory is considered. The 
formulation of the problem and some exact solutions are presented
Keywords : Gravitation, colliding waves, black holes, thermodynamics, 
spherical symmetry.
m
ÖZET
DILATON GRAVITASYON TEORİSİNDE BAZI 
ÇARPIŞAN DALGA VE KARA DELİK ÇÖZÜMLERİ VE  
TERMODİNAMİK ÖZELLİKLERİ
Emre Sermutlu 
Matematik Bölümü Doktora 
Danışman: Prof. Dr. Metin Gürses 
Aralık 1998
D boyutlu küresel simetrik Riemarm geometrisinde mümkün olan bütün 
teorileri ele alarak çtizümleri inceledik. Bir özel hal olarak sicim teorisinin 
düşük enerji limitinde kara delik çözümleri bulduk ve teklik durumunu in­
celedik. Literatürde ilk kez bir Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton çarpışan düzlem 
dalga probleminin kesin çözümünü bulduk.
Toroidal indirgenmiş sicim teorisinde dört ve beş boyutlu kara delik­
lerin termodinamik özelliklerini inceledik. Kara delik termodinamiğinin ilk 
yasasının açık halini bulduk. Sıcaklık T, açısal hız iî ve elektromagnetik 
potansiyel ’nin ufuk üzerindeki değerlerini iki farklı metodla bulduk.
Dilaton gravitasyon teorisinde ve sicim teorisinin düşük enerji limitinde 
çarpışan düzlem dalga problemini inceledik. Problemin formülasyonuyla bazı 
çözümleri sunduk.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Gravitasyon, çarpışan dalgalar, kara delikler, ter­
modinamik, küresel simetri.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this work, we are interested in finding solutions of field equations in low 
energy limit of string theory, extending some special solutions to higher di­
mensions, examining the uniqueness of static black holes, finding colliding 
gravitational plane wave solutions and analyzing thermodynamic properties 
of certain higher dimensional black holes.
In the classical relativity, the lagrangian contains only the Ricci scalar. 
On the other hand we learned from the low energy limit of string theory that 
the classical lagrangian contains all possible invariants constructed from the 
curvature tensor and the matter fields. Depending upon the order of the 
string tension parameter, this lagrangian is an infinite series expansion in 
these invariants, i.e.
L =  ^ R + Y ^ a ^ L r ,
n—\
( 1.1)
Here a  is the inverse of the string tension and Ln are functions containing 
the invariants up to order. There are several examples where the sum is 
terminated at some value n. For instance when n — 2 we have Gauss-Bonnet 
theory
L =  +  a{R^^ ‘^ Ri,ki -  iR^^Rij +  R^)· ( 1.2)
For different n we have the Lovelock theorem: In d-dimensions divergence- 
free second order symmetric tensors constructed from the metric and its first
1
two derivatives are given by
m —1
^5 =  E  ■ · ■ < 7 -.S , +  “ í ;.
p=l
(1.3)
where rn =  |n if n is even, m =  |(n + 1) if n is odd.
Boulware and Descr [1] found two solutions for the Einstein plus Gauss- 
Bonnet lagrangian, one of them asymptotically flat, the other asymptotically 
anti-de Sitter.
Wiltshire [2] slightly generalized the previous results by including a 
Maxwell field. Wheeler [3] has considered the most general second-order grav­
ity theory in arbitrary dimensions and analyzed asymptotically flat spheri­
cally symmetric static solutions, and cosmological solutions. Whitt [4] ex­
tended Wheeler’s work to non-static space-times.
The Schwarzschild solution which describes the uncharged black holes in 
general relativity also describes (to a good approximation) uncharged black 
holes in string theory. But, this is not the case for charged black holes. The 
dilaton has a coupling to so the Reissner-Nordström solution is not even 
an approximate solution of string theory.
Charged black holes were first analyzed by Gibbons-Maeda [5] and GHS 
(Garfinkle, Horowitz, Strorninger) [6] independently. These are classes of 
solutions of the Plinstein field equations which are obtained through some 
complexification methods. These solutions describe the collision of plane 
waves in general relativity. The field equations arising from the low energy 
limit of the string theory admit also such kind of solutions preserving the 
singular structure of the collision region.
In chapters 2 and 3, we give a short review of Riemann geometry and 
some well-known solutions of Einstein’s equations.
In chapter 4, we extend the Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson metrics to 
D-dimensions and prove that they solve all field equations arising from a 
variational principle.
Black hole solutions depend on dimension and number of physical param­
eters. In chapter 5 we find D-dimensional solutions with three independent
parameters, mass M , electric charge Q, and the dilaten charge E. [7] We 
also study the uniqueness of static black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton 
field theory.
Chapter 6 gives a summary of the black hole solutions found by Cvetic 
and Youm. [8, 9]. We will analyze the thermodynamical properties of these 
solutions in chapters 8 and 9.
Plane wave geometries are not only important in classical general relativ­
ity but also in string theory . It is now very well known that these geometries 
are the exact classical solutions of the string theory at all orders of string 
tension parameter [10]-[12], It is also interesting that plane wave metrics in 
higher dimensions when dimensionaly reduced lead to exact extreme black 
hole solution in string theory [13].
In chapter 7 we will be interested in the head on collisions of these plane 
waves in the framework of Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theories with one 17(1) 
and two 17(1) abelian gauge fields [14]. Our formulation of the problem will 
also cover the low energy limit of the string theory for some fixed values of 
the dilaton coupling constants. Hence the solutions we present in this work 
are also exact solutions of the low energy limit of string theories.[15] We give 
the complete data for the colliding plane-shock waves. We formulate the 
collision of plane waves and give solutions for the colinear case. When the 
dilaton coupling constant vanishes one of our solutions reduces to the well 
known Bell-Szekeres solution [16] in Einstein Maxwell Theory.
For the collision problem in general relativity spacetime is divided into 
four regions with respect to the null coordinates u and v. The second and 
third (incoming) regions are the Cauchy data (characteristic initial data) for 
the field equations in the interaction region (IV. Region). For this purpose the 
specification of the data is quite important in the formulation of the collision 
problem [17]-[25]. We show that the future closing singularities appearing in 
classical solutions exist also in dilaton gravity and in the low energy limit of 
the string theory. This is due to focusing effect of the plane waves [26]. It is 
an open question whether this classical treatment of collision of plane waves 
can be extended to all orders in the string tension parameter [7], [27]. The 
Bell-Szekeres solution [16] in the interaction region is diffeomorphic to the 
Bertotti-Robinson spacetime [28] ,[25]. It is also known that string theory 
preserves the form of Bertotti-Robinson metric at all orders of the string
parameter [29] , [30]. This does not necessarily lead to a conclusion that the 
Bell-Szkeres solution is an exact solution of the string theory. The reason is 
that the diffeomorphism is valid only in the interaction region (u > 0,u > 0) 
and hence the field equations (at higher orders of the string parameter) are 
not satisfied on the hyperplanes u =  0 and v =  0.
The connection between black hole mechanics and thermodynamics is 
one of the most interesting developments in the past 30 years. The first law 
of black hole mechanics, as proved by Bardeen, Carter and Hawking [31], 
gives the variation of mass in terms of the variations in area and angular 
momentum. This relationship opened the way for the area of the black hole 
to be interpreted as its entropy and the surface gravity as its temperature.
With the discovery of the Hawking radiation, it was understood that the 
close parallel between the laws of thermodynamics and black hole mechanics 
was more than a coincidence and it had a physical basis. Black holes radiate 
with a black body spectrum at the temperature given by surface gravity.
Hawking radiation, while answering an important question, raised new 
ones like information loss, black hole evaporation and the microscopic origin 
of black hole entropy.
We are interested in finding the explicit form of the first law of black hole 
mechanics for two different black holes. In other words, given the metric, we 
want to find the coefficients T, and $ in
dM  =  TdS + ^dJ + ^i dQi. (1.4)
If we have a black hole solution, wc can easily calculate the surface area 
of the outer horizon using the metric components. Entropy is given as S =  
A. Then, if the algebraic equations are tractable, we can isolate M , take 
derivatives, and obtain first law.
This procedure won’t work if the solution is given in terms of parameters 
that can’t be solved explicitly in terms of mass and charges. Then we have 
to use a roundabout way, using infinitesimal variations to make a change of 
variables, which, in general involve inverting a big matrix, and if all entries 
are nonzero, the results may be too complicated.
We expect the variation of mass with respect to area to be the temper­
ature of the black hole, and the variation of mass with respect to angular 
momentum to be the angular velocity. These quantities can be computed 
from the metric. This will be an independent way to calculate the coeffi­
cients in the first law, and the results can be checked.
In chapters 8 and 9, we will follow the summarized procedure for two 
different types of black holes corresponding to four and five dimensional 
solutions of toroidally compactified string theory. We first write the area 
in terms of solution parameters, take the infinitesimal variation of the area, 
and replace the solution parameters by the physical ones using the Jacobian 
matrix. Then we calculate ii and k using the metric, and compare the results 
with the first law.
We have also tried to obtain the Smarr’s formula [32], but we do not 
know the mass as an explicit function, so Smarr’s procedure of using the 
Euler theorem to obtain M  =  2TA-\-2^J-\-^Q is not applicable in this case.
In Chapter 8, a four dimensional rotating black hole parametrized by 
ADM mass, four charges, and angular momentum, and in Chapter 9 a five 
dimensional black hole with two angular momenta and three charges will be 
analyzed. [33]
The appendices give the details of some straightforward calculations not 
included in the main text.
Chapter 2
Metric and Spherically Symmetric 
Riemannian Geometry in D-dimensions
The metric of a static and spherically symmetric D-dimensional spacetime is 
given by:
ds  ^ =  -A^dt^ +  B^dr  ^ + (2 1^)
where A,B,C depend only on r. is the metric on S u -2· The metric
can be rewritten as gij =  —A^titj +  B^kikj +  C^hij, where =  Sj, k{ =  
hij =rnetric on D-2 sphere for i , j  >  2, hoi =  hu =  0.
Christoffel symbols are given by
jm ,m T Qnmj Qjm^n) ( 2 .2 )
r^ · — — AA  ^V{tjkjn + T “l· B k j k m  ~ CC k^ h^
+ cc '{h ik m  +  h ik ,)  +  ri 5)^ 771 ?
jm
(2.3)
where T(5) is the christoffel symbol on D — 2 sphere. 
The Riernann tensor is given by
p i __ p i __ p i I ]"'1 pn- __  p i p^^
■^iml ^  jl,m  ^ jm j  ' ·*■ nm^ jl  ^ nA j
''n
jm (2.4)
/  AA'B^\ (  CC'R'
Rijml = I A.A" -  ) +  i C C "------- ----- ) k[ih^ \\mkiB
A A 'C C  , C^C , ,
-------------t[mhl][jti]-------------^52 52 i^[m^ l^]j “1“ Bsijml') (^* )^
w h e r e  Rsijm l —  i^\rn^^l\j'
Riemann tensor can be rewritten as
Rijm l 9j\Rim Qjm^il “ t“  Qim^jl 9H ^m j  " f " ml (2.6)
where
Sij =  rioMij +  Tjikikj +  -Tisgij, (2.7)
M ij =
which turns out to be
_  ( ^ - 3 ) ! , ,  1 ^
— Q2{D-3) 2(72 b^V)
the tensor is the volume form of Sd- 2i i-e.
(2.8)
(2.9)
k · (2.10)
Here the scalars are given by
Q '2{D -2) /  ( jn  g , Q ,
Vo =
V\ =
V2 =
{D -3 )\ \ A B ^  AB^ 
A 'C
+
( 7 i ? 2  B '^ c
AC
C" B 'C  
~C ^
( 2 .11)
(j2(D-3) /  J3^ !Q2 C C " B'C'C'
P - 4 ) !
1 - 52 +  AB'^ + +AB"^  AB^ 52 ^3
V3 =
A 'C
A B ^C (2.12)
The Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar and Einstein tensor can be computed from 
Riemann as follows:
R i j  — 2(72(d- 2)(^ /o(T) -  4) + TI2) + + Tl3{D -  1)
+T]i{D — 2)k{kj  +  [t]o{JD — 2)  +  7/ 2]
9ij
(2.13)
R  = -  4){D -  1) + „ (B  -  2)1 +
+r}3D{D — 1), (2.14)
G ij 2(72(d'-2) (^o(T) -  4)(£) -  2) + i]2{D -  3)) + — r]i{D -  2)
+ ^ r } 3 { D - l ) { D - 2 )  
+[?/o(T> ~ 2) +  T)2]Mij.
Qij "f" ^  1 ( 2^k{kj
(2.15)
The covariant derivatives of ^nd k{ are given as
~  + kiHij^^^rn + kjHii^^^rri + ··· + (2.16)
^ { k j  — P\9ij “l· P2^^ij d" Ps^i^j (2.17)
where
P =
P2 =
q _
C
Q 2(D -2 )
{ D  -  3)! A B - ^ C
P\ =
P3 -
A'C  +  A C  
2AB^C
(ABY 
AB '
(2.18)
The covariant derivatives of and ki are expressed only in terms
of themselves and the metric tensor. Riemann tensor is given in terms of 
Hij-k , 9ij and ki. Hence we have the following theorem:
8
Theorem  1 Covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor Rijki, the ten­
sor Hij and the vector k{ at any order are expressible only in terms of 
H ij-' k ) 9ij  ) ^ !  ·
Since contraction of P  with vanishes, the only symmetric tensors
constructable out of , Qij and ki are Mij, the metric tensor gij and kikj.
Then the following theorems hold:
T heorem  2 Any second rank symmetric tensor constructed out of the Rie­
mann tensor, antisymmetric tensor dilaton field <f> =  (¡){r) and their
covariant derivatives is a linear combination of Mij , gij and kikj.
Let this symmetric tensor be E'-. Then we have
E'ij =  aiMij +  a2gij +  (rskkj (2.19)
where (Ti , a-2 and <73 are scalars which are functions of the metric functions, 
invariants constructed out of the curvature tensor Rijki, flij and the dilaton 
field.
T heorem  3 Any vector constructed out of the Riemannian tensor 
Rijki 1 Hij...k the dilaton field f  =  (¡)[r) and their covariant derivatives is 
proportional to ki.
Let this vector be E f  Hence
E' = aki (2 .20)
where cr is a scalar like crj, <J2, C73.
Theorem 2 ha.s an application:
T heorem  4. In a spherically symmetric, D-dimensional spacetime, the coef­
ficients tti in the identity
a.Ri^niRT' +  a^RimRJ' +  a^R^minR"" +  a^Ri, +  =  0 (2 .21)
can be found in terms of the rji.
This can be easily seen if we write each of the symmetric tensors as a 
combination of Mij, gij, kikj. Let us denote these tensors as follows:
R^Rja =  ¡32Mij¡S^kikj
RjaihR'^  ^ — P'lQij T +  ¡Sekikj
R^^Rjabc =  T +  Pgkikj
R ij — fiffij  +  / 2 ^ 1' i  +  f s k ik j . (2.22)
Thus, we obtain
/drO'i T /?iU2 +  + / 1^ 4 +  <^5 =  0,
+  /?2<i2 +  ^5«3 + / 2^4 =  0,
/?gai +  /?3a'2 + Ideas +  /304 =  0.
(2.23)
Provided we know U4 a,nd 05, we can compute Oi, as, 03. 
Let’s denote
^7 P i A
P 2 /?5
Id . /^3 Pe
(2.24)
then,
=  — ^ [(/?2^6 —/^3/?5)(/l<i4 +  O5) +  (/^ 3/^ 4 — A(^6)(/2<i4) +  (A^5 ■~/52/^4)(y304)],
(2.25)
a -2 =  — 'I'[(/?5^9 — ^ 6 ^ 8 ) ( / l < i 4  +  i*s) +  {¡deldj — ^Afds){f20'4t) +  ( A ^ s  ~ ^ 5 ^ 7 ) ( . / 3 < i 4 ) ] ,
(2.26)
10
03 — — ^ [(/?3/?8—^2^9)(/i« 4 +  O5) + (/?1;09 —^3/^7)(/204) +  (/?2/?7 —A/^8)(/3a4)]·
(2.27)
We will give yS’s explicitly in Appendix 1.
We may also write the Riemann tensor in the form
Rijml — QH^ im Sjm i^l d” QimSjl QilSmj “h ^ 2 p ' (2.28)
where
n 7 I ^
Other tensors are defined similar to the previous case, i.e.
(2.29)
Sij cq ”1“ cj h^ hj “I” 9ijj (2.30)
M .,  =
The scalars are given as
(2.31)
eo
ei
C2
63
V u
C'^C^ C^C'A'
^  A B ^  '
C  A'C'C
(2.32)
= - C M l -  — +
A"C^ A'B'C^ C C " B 'C 'C
+ +52 AB^ AB'  ^ AB^ B  ^ B^
=  73-
Notice that when D — Mij =  Mij, and 62 =  —i/2-
The covariant derivatives of Fij , k{ and are given as
3C" AC'
^¡Fij =  iCdii ~ (2.33)
'^ikj =  pigij +  p2Mij +  pskkj, 
11
(2.34)
A’
{ij ^ (2.35)
where =  ^2{iyX) Pi- The covariant derivatives of Fij and k{ are expressed 
in terms of themselves, metric tensor and ti. So we have a similar theorem 
for an extended set:
T heorem  5 Covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor Rijki, the anti- 
syw,metric tensor Fij, and the vectors ki and t{ at any order are expressible 
only in terms of Fij, k{, ti andgij.
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Chapter 3
Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstrom 
Solutions
These are the earliest spherically symmetric solutions, obtained in 1916, so 
they deserve a short rewiew here.
Let’s take the line element as
d s^  = (3.1)
In other words, take C (r) =  r. Our equation is
G ij — 0. (3.2)
We have already computed Gij in terms of gij, kikj and Mij (2.15), so equating 
the coefficients of these terms to zero, we obtain three equations:
-  i ) { D  -  2) +  „ ( 1 )  -  3)1 + ^ ( D  -  2) + | (Z ) -  1) (0 -  2) =  0,
(3,3)
r n ( D - 2 )  =  0, (3.4)
T]o{D — 2) +  ?/2 — 0, 
13
(3.5)
(3.4) gives
A' B'
(3.6)
so A B — Cl but the boundary condition for the metric to be Lorentzian at 
infinity requires that cj =  1.
Thus
AB =  1. (3.7)
Using (3.5), we can find 7/2 in terms of 7/0 · Inserting 7^2 and substituting 
B  =  ^ \x\ (3.3) gives
AA"  + A''‘  +  ¿ 5 — “^ A A ' =  0, (3.8)
which is actually
u
u' +  {D -  2 ) -  ^  0 
r
(3.9)
where u =  A A'.
Thus A  ^ =  C2 +  C'^ r Inserting this in (3.5), we find that C2 =  1,
so
A'^
B ^
=  1
=  1 -
2m
j,D -3  ’
2rn '·
..D -3
(3.10)
where 2rn is the integration constant C3.
So we obtain the Schwarzschild solution. For Reissner-Nordstrom solution 
we have to take electrostatic charge Q into account.
Our equation is
14
Gii =  T„ (3,11)
where
T„ =  - 2  [i'.w i;'" -  , (3.12)
FtT — Q
AB
r-D-2 ' (3.13)
Tij turns out to be
2^(D-4)
Thus we obtain the same set of equations except for(3.5). 
Proceeding in a similar manner, instead of (3.8) we obtain
(3.14)
AA" +  A'  ^+ =  - 2 ( F > - 3 )
{D -  2) r2p - 2) ’
which is actually
{r '^-^AAJ ^ _ ^ { D - 3 )  g 2
, D - 2 ' ( T > - 2) r2p - 2) ’
SO we find
A'^ = - 2 Q '^
{ D - 2 ) { D - 3 )
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
But this is the non-homogeneous solution, we have to add the solution of 
(3.8) to this.
Thus
15
1 -
2m 2Q '^
rD-3 (£) _  2) (Z) -  3) r2P-3) ’
2 \ -1
=  1 -
2m
r.D -3
2 Q ^
( i } -2 ) p -3 ) r 2 p -3 ) (3.18)
Here integration constants are found by the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solution:
,D-3(^2
lim r^~‘^ FtT -  Q-
lim r^-  _  1) ^
r —>oo
,0 - 2 , (3.19)
16
Chapter 4
Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson Metric
4.1 Einstein’s equation
An example is the Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson (LCBR) metric in D- 
dimensions
fJij — 2  ^ “f“ “h V (4,1)
where hij is the metric on S0 - 2, k — h  =  1 (I and cq are constants.
This is the previous metric with the choice A = K B — C = <7, then
B ij -- (4.2)
Mi, =  F ^ ,F r  -  -F^gi,, (4.3)
— 63 — 0 —^ Sij — coMij, Co — g ,^
Bijki — g [gjiMik gj^ M^ n T g%kMji guM] ,^  ^ 1 2
0^
j| +  (4.1.4)
f t , = -  3) +  + T ( ( f l  -  3) -  (4.5)
Cq /7  c-o
17
Gii =  i^ l(ö  -  3) +  +  ¿ [ i  - ( D -  3)^]y„. (4.6)
L-0 i-0
It is easily seen that
— O ^  mRijkl =  O (4.7)
If we consider the Einstein’s equations
G ij — T ij (4.8)
where
r p . ^ p  .r r jn ___ atj — J- mj -L I ^  y^j (4.9)
and Fij(E.M) — eFij, we obtain
J _
V
( 0 - 3 )  + i
4  -  (^ -  3)“0^
= e
=  A
(4.10)
where A is the cosmological constant. To eliminate the cosmological constant, 
we let — — \D ~  3|. It is interesting that spacetime is conformally flat onlyCo
for D =  A.
We can obtain the same equations using the expression (2.15). This time we 
have to choose
2 { D - 2 )
(4.11)
and — eHij...k· When the cosmological constant is set equal to zero,
we obtain
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Cn =
° ( D - S y
(4.12)
Hence the higher dimensional (D >  4) Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson space- 
times without cosmological constants can not be conformally flat.
4.2 The Solutions of Lovelock Theory
In the following is the generalized Kronecker delta defined by
rtH2...t!^ J .
^Jin-3N
· . .  SY.71 .IN
4 " 3N
(4,13)
According to a theorem by Lovelock, the only symmetric tensor 
=  A'^{gr.,]9rs,t ■ grs,tu) for which =  0 is
m —1
4 *  —  V "  n D J ]  D .73 Í4  . . . p h p -lh p  . ci2^ ^P^ih—kp h^\h2^ h3hii ^^ h,2p-\h2p ^ (4.14)
p = l
where a and Op are arbitrary constants. We have found the equation for 
n =  5,6
= o (4,15)
which is
Gij -f -  4i?“'’R„t + R^ ^^ <^ Rabcd)gгi + 4(2R“R,„ -h 2Rja.ibR‘^ ’^ ~ RR.,-
R f" R ja b c ) \  =  >^gij
(4.16)
where ao =^ “1
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We know that every symmetric tensor of rank two can be written as a 
linear combination of (/¿y, Mij and kikj. To calculate these we need the 
following:
For the LCBR metric
ds  ^ =  ^  +  Cq
where q and Cq are constants, we have
(4.17)
»70
m
72
73
ac,2 >
=  0,
a c l
=  0.
(4.18)
If we insert these values in ti, ¿2, h  we find
i, = J r ^ - d ^ ^ + ^ ( D - 3 ) ( D - 4 n D - b ) - ^ J D - 3 ) ( D - i ) ,  (4.19)
2qV„ 2,= q ^ 4
,, =  i  ( f l  _  .3 +  i )  -  i ) ( D  4) _  20)
« V  0^/  ^ ( ¡ 4
h  =  0 . (4.21)
Field equations reduce to ¿1 =  A, =  h  — 0. This gives relations between 
constants of the theory and the constants of the metric.
For i)  =  5 we obtain
— i q ^ c l  -  8ao =
<7^  +  2^^ Cq -  80:0 =
20
2 7 A,
0
(4.22)
which gives Cg =  0 or |
For Z) =  6 we obtain
q {^\ — 9cq) +  24q!o(cq — 1)
3?^ Cg +  -  24oro(l +  c l )
2 q ^ c l \ ,
0 .
(4.23)
which gives q'^ =  4ao, Cg =  — | for A =  0 and
Cn —
—3 -(- \/9 -|- 24oioA 
A ’
-  24ao 
9^(3 +  A) ’
(4.24)
for X ^  0.
So there is no solution for 5 or 6 dimensional spacetimes without a cos­
mological constant.
4.3 Solution of the most general theory
The Lagrangian of the most general theory will be a scalar containing the 
Riemann tensor, metric tensor, and their derivatives, contractions and mul­
tiple products of all orders. But, according to theorem 2, all second rank 
symmetric tensors constructed out of these will be expressible in terms of 
gij, Mij, and k{kj.
So, whatever the theory is, we’ll obtain two equations for the LCBR 
metric, because the coefficient of the kikj term will automatica,lly vanish. 
This will give us two algebraic equations for two unknown constants in the 
metric, namely q and cq. These equations may or may not have a solution 
according to theory. For example, in the preceding case, in Z) =  5,6 we have 
no solution.
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Chapter 5
Solutions of the Low Energy Limit of the 
String Theory
In this chapter, we consider the Einstein Maxwell Dilaton field theory with 
arbitrary dilaton coupling constant a assuming spherical symmetry. For 
some fixed values of a this theory reduces to the low energy limit of the 
string theory and Kaluza Klein type of theories.
In 4-dimensions we have the Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger (GHS) so­
lution [6]. Gibbons and Maeda (GM) [5] have given black hole solutions in 
arbitrary /^-dimensions. In four dimensions GM solution describes the region 
r >  T] of the GHS metric. In this work we find and classify the solutions 
of the dilatonic Einstein-Maxwell (and hence of the low energy limit of the 
string theory) for static and spherically symmetric space-times.
We also show that GHS-GM metric in four dimensions is the unique 
asymptotically flat static axially symmetric black hole solution of the Einstein 
Maxwell Dilaton filed theory.
In this chapter, we are going to obtain the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton Field 
equations and solve them, starting from the action:
L = —  -  ---------
2/c2 (Z )-2 )/c2^  4
(5.1)
Dahl Park and Youngjai Kiem have studied the related problem of gen­
eral static solutions of 2-dimensional Einstein-Dilaton-Maxwell-Scalar theo­
ries [44] , where they start with the action
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where R denotes the 2-d scalar curvature and F, the curvature 2-form for 
an Abelian gauge field, (j) and /  represent a dilaton field and a massless 
scalar field, respectively. The parameters 7 , ¡x, A, e and 8 are assumed to be 
arbitrary real numbers.
The same authors also worked on the d-dimensional problem in [45] 
where they get the general static, spherically symmetric solutions of the 
d-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Dila,ton theories by dimensionally reducing 
them to a class of 2-dimensional dilaton gravity theories. By studying the 
symmetries of the actions for the static equations of motion, we find field 
redefinitions that nearly reduce these theories to the d-dimensional Einstein- 
Maxwell-Scalar theories, and therefore enable us to get the exact solutions. 
We do not make any assumption about the asymptotic space-time struc­
ture. As a result, our 4-dimensional solutions contain the asymptotically flat 
Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger (GHS) solutions and the non-asymptotically 
flat Chan-lIorne-Mann (CHM) solutions. Besides, we find some new solu­
tions with a finite range of allowed radius of the transversal sphere. These 
results generalize to an arbitrary space-time dimension d (d > -3).
/  = j  d-'x^){R -  [ » « “OS./ai/ + (5.3)
when the value of the constant y  is non-zero. Here is the square 
of the curvature 2-form of the U{\) gauge field. The usual d-dimcnsional 
Einstein-Maxwell-Scalar theories correspond to (5.3) with X =  0.
J Z 4
(5,2)
5.1 Spherically Symmetric Solutions
The gravitational field equations obtained from the low energy limit of the 
string theory can be obtained from the following lagrangian
— -------------------- (Vd)^ -  -
2«2 ( D - 2 ) k^^  4
(5.4)
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The field equations are
G., = [д,фО,Ф -  i ( V ^ ) 4 F'^F· , (5.5)
V , { e - - * F · ’ ) =  0, (5.6)
d ,(V = gs·· д,ф) +  =  0, (5.7)32
where Fij is the Maxwell and ф is the dilaton field. Here i , j  =  1, 2,..., T> >  4.
In static spherically symmetric spacetimes, gravitational field equations first 
lead to
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T,o{D -  4 ) { D  -  2)! r^2{D -  S ) { D  -  3)\ ^  ri , {D -  1 ) { D  -  2)
2 (7 2(0 -2)
{ D - 2 )B^
2(72(0 - 2)
= 0, (5.8)
(5.9)
^2 ^ 2pO;e0
rjo{D -  2)! +  r„{D  -  3)! -  -------=  0
^D-2
(5.10)
Dilaton equation is:
D - 2
-  (7^-2 6' ' a .ABK ^Q ^ e 
2 (7^-2 /12
=  0.
D -2
(5.11)
¿From (5.8) and (5.9) we obtain
[A C ’^ )' C
B
=  (P A  B C ’^ -^ (5.12)
where d =  D — 3. Using the freedom in choosing the r coordinate we can let
ABC^^-^ = r ‘^ "', (5.13)
by using (5.12) and (5.13) we obtain
A 2 (J2d ^  ^2d _  q. ¿2 (5.14)
where bi and 62 are integration constants.
A combination of the dilaton (5.6) and gravitational field equa.tions (5.5) 
gives
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r  +  r  +  ^ v ^ « i ' "  =  o.(d + l)= (5.15)
where T is defined as
T  =
{r'^ - f  C i ) r ¿-1 16.?^ '
^r2d _  +  62) (d+ iyO ie
(5.16)
Defining now
_  kidr^ ^
' (r^ ·' -  26,r·" +  62) (5.17)
the equation (5.15) becomes
— 2b] +  62 dV' dp
dr^-^ dp dr
(5.18)
The constants are given by
(d+l)^e.^
32d ’
— (Cj[ +  i>i),
— A (a +  1).
a =
p =  
=
(5.19)
Now, if we solve the auxiliary equation
- 2b]T‘^  +  b2 dp 
dr’^ ~^  dr =  P
(5.20)
and insert p above, we obtain
P ^  =  (^ +  p f  +dp
(5.21)
Note that p depends on the sign of A =  — 62. (f> can be found from ip by
26
p
(5.22)
where ki =  The metric function C is connected to (j) as
C  (r ‘^  +  ci)r d-l 16^'
C  — 26iH +  62) (d+l)2ore (5.23)
this gives us
l„ (^ )^  = ( i ^
Co \J —
U +  61 +  Cl \  « e  ,
- — du — — 6 A / 2a (5.24)
where u =  — h\.
Metric functions A and B  can be found from C  through the equations (5.13) 
and (5.14).
We have three different cases according to the sign of A,
Case 1 A  > 0 In p{r) =
Case 2 A =  0 In/9(r) =
In
r'^  — r^j '
rd ’r —
Case 3 A  < 0 In p{r)
v ^ L
arctan
V ‘^ - 6i' 7T
(5.25)
where =  61 +  y/A, — bi — \/A, '"3 = ¿1·
The integration constants cq and 4>o are determined through the a.symptotic 
behaviour of the functions C {r) and <^ (r).
lim (f) =  (¡>0 =  0, (5.26)
r—)-00 'f
(5.27)
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To determine the remaining integration constants, we use the asymptotic 
behaviour of the metric, scalar field and the tensor field Fij as follows:
lim r ‘^  (A^ — 1)
7----->00
lim
r—^oo
lim Ftr
2k^M
Ad-\-\ (d +  1)
K ^/d  T 1
Q
Ad+i
(5.28)
CASE 1
A > 0 (5.29)
Which means there are two roots to the equation (5.14). According to 
the sign of we have three distinct solutions
Type 1
< Q A' =
Ip -
A -  /X +  C2(A + n)p 2\
1 C2P2A
(5.30)
The metric functions become
Cd
(r'^  -  rf)(r^ -  r^) 2^d-2
=
-  4 )
C 2d
l - C -2 /
(rd — r‘i){r^ — T'2) ’
(5.31)
Dilaton field is given as
-
(1 -  C2)p \ — li
1 — <^2 p2\
h
(5.32)
The constants are given by
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ko =
(«  +  ! ) ’
L ^  -  rj) _  +  a/ )^
'  2  ( a  +  1 ) ·
(5.33)
Undetermined integration constants are ri, r2, ci and C2. From the boundary- 
condition (5.28) we find that
2M
E
Q
—  \ I 1 - A +  a /i Cl,
L1 — C2 J
-  /^ ] C2,
1 +  C2El
■1 -  C2
A -----63.
1 -  C2
(5.34)
The constants are given by
ei =
=
«3
2 ^d+\ (d +  1)
(a +  l)Ac2 ’
(^¿+1 Q?e (d +  1) 
8 ( a  +  l ) / c
2
K
(rf+ i)<j
(a +  1)
(5.35)
Note that, we have four integration constants (ci, C2, rf and r^) but there 
exists only three equations to determine them. Also note that Ci does not 
appear in the solution directly, so we have a freedom in ci. (c2 7^  1) In order 
to complete the solution, we need to determine the integration constants in 
terms of the physical parameters M, S and Q. Let us define some auxiliary 
variables to solve the set of algebraic equations (5.34)
T,
Ts
1 ,o E  2 M ,
— r (— +  ).a +  1 Co
=  ^ í -
2^
4 T l
ei
1 ,2 M  E ,
^ a  +  1 e i  C2^ ’
(5.36)
Then the integration constants are
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A =
=  T2,
C2 = -1  +
1 ± T 3
(5.37)
and
A -
afj?' +  
Q 1 (5.38)
The reality of T3 imposes
M  +  5 S ^ IQI (5.39)
where g and s are given by
9 =
«e ( d + 1)3/2
4d K
 ^ 1  /(^[+J_)(^_+JJ 
/c V d (5.40)
Such an inequality has been found by Gibbons and Wells for D=4.
When A  > 0 we have two roots. In general these roots are the singular 
points of the space-time. If the integration constants satisfy some additional 
constraints one of these roots becomes regular. In this case we have a black 
hole solution carrying mass Af, electric charge Q and scalar charge S. An 
invariant of the space-time is the scalar curvature is given by
0^1
R =  Ai
■/i +  A -f- j2c2 Ap-C2P
„zj +2 A
+ A 2
( 1-^ -2 ] 
\ l -C 2  J
^ + 2
[ ( ^ d  _  _  r ^ ) ] l  +  3 ( l  -  C2p 2^ ) ^  [ ( r “^  -  -  ri)]
(5,41)
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where
z\
A 2
d{^ CL 1)
8
d +  I al ’ 
«2 {D  -  4) 
2 ( Z ) - 2)·
(a/i +  A),
(5.42)
As r —^ ri we have a singularity unless we choose fx =  \. By this choice, 
fi =  and hence ~  (r“^ -  rf)5 , ^  around the horizon,
so / i  ^  0.
If we insert these values for p and A in the solution, we obtain
=  (5.43)
At this point, the choice of r2 =  0 gives Gibbons-Maeda solution, whereas 
the choice of C2 =  gives the GHS solution. It is easy to show that Gibbons-1^
Maeda metric is the same as the GHS metric with r > 2^.
Type 2
ir  >  0
il> — V tan(c2 + i>\ry p) — p (5.44)
/  dp =  — In [cos(c2 -[■ ulnp)] — p In /9 +  C3
J P
(5.45)
After similar steps as the previous type, we arrive at the solution
Cd
{r^ -  r j) {r ‘^  -  r^)
C2d
,2 d -2
= f^ j.d _  fd'^ j^.d _  j,d^\'
(d  d\(r - r ^ ) p  ‘ -  iLtl.
COs(c2 +  P In p) 1 2^
COS C2
(5.46)
(5.47)
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Scalar field is given as
= cos C2
cos(c2 +  z/ln/?) (5,48)
Physical parameters are found using (5.28)
2M  =  (a/x +  i/tanc2) Cl, 
S =  ( - ^  +  i/tanc2)c2,
u
Q — ------- 3^,cos C2
(5.49)
sin C2 
V tan C2
T2.
d's T\
? 1.
(5.50)
The condition |sinc2| < 1 imposes
M  +  g E < s \Q\ (5.51)
where g and s are defined in (5.40). We also have to check the sign of A.
(« +  =  T T -r (—  + -  ^ ·a +  1 ' el
(5.52)
Here the sign of A  puts a constraint on the physical variables.
Type 3
z/^  =  0,
=  - f i  -
1
In P +  C2 ’
(5.53)
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i  =  -  ln(ln p-\-C2) -  p\xv p C3,
J p
(5.54)
C2 1
P>^ {C2 +  ln/))_ (5.55)
(5.56)
Physical parameters are found using (5.28)
2M
S
Q
(a /x -  —)e i,
C2
( - /^ ------)C2,
C2
2C2
(5,57)
The solution is
-  - r .2 ,
C2
(5.58)
(5.59)
which gives
63
=  T,. (5.60)
This is the equality case of the inequality (5.39).
C A SE  2
A =  0 (5.61)
3.3
Then there is one root to the equation (5.14). Denote it by rf.
(5.62)
.2 _ 2d-2 r^ 2
C2d > (rc/ _  .pdy
C0S(C2 +  In p)
cos
Scalar field is given as
cos C2 ifci
C O s ( c 2  -{■ v\n  p)
CASE 3
A < 0
This case is similar to the previous one.
cos C2 1 k.
/9^  C0S(C2 +  v\np)
(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65)
(5.66)
(5.67)
Cd
(r“  -  26ir“ +  62)
=
,2d-2 q 2
(^ .2d _  2hir'^  +  62) ’
=  (r^“^ -  261 +  62)2/3 ^
1 B- fe ] C O s ( c 2  -\- u\n p)
COs(c2)
¿2
(5.68)
(5.69)
In cases 2 and 3, the relation of physical parameters to integration constants 
are exactly the same as case 1 type 2, the only difference being the sign of 
A , hence equation(5.52).
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5.2 Static Solutions: Uniqueness of Black Hole Solu­
tions
In this section we are interested in the black hole solutions of the Einstein 
Maxwell Dilaton theory in the static axially symmteric spacetimes in four 
dimensions. Using a different approach the uniqueness of static charged 
dilaton black black hole (GHS+GM black hole) has been recently shown in 
ref. [59]. In this proof the dilaton coupling contant was taken fixed (a =  2) 
which corresponds to the low energy limit of the string theory. Here we 
shall show that the static black holes of the Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theory 
are unique for arbitrary values of the dilaton coupling constant a. We are 
not going to solve the corresponding field equations but first formulate these 
field equations as a sigma model in two dimensions and use this formulation 
in the proof of the uniqueness of the solutions under the same boundary 
condtions. Uniqueness of the stationary black hole solutions of the Einstein 
theory is now a very well established concept [59]-[58]. This proof is based 
on the sigma model formulation of the stationary axially symmteric Einstein 
Maxwell field equations [56]-[57]. Here we shall follow the approach given by
[56] and [58].
Rogatko, in his recent work [60] have used a sigma model formulation of 
field equations provided the proof of the uniqueness of black hole solutions 
in N  =  i ,d  =  4supergravity subject to certain boundary conditions.
The line element of a static axially symmetric four dimensional spacetime 
is given by
ds  ^ =  {dp  ^ +  dz^) +  p^  dcf>^  ] -  {dt -  ud<j>)\ (5.70)
The field equations of the Einstein Maxwell Dilaton field theory with the 
above metric and A^ , — ( /1, 0, 0, 0) are
V ^t/, +  í!Le2V'-«íA(V/l)2 =  0 
2
(5.71)
— / 1)^  =  0 
8
(5.72)
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V M  + V ( 2 V > - a ^ ) V / l  =  0 (5.73)
- 7,2 =  +  ApA„
P
(5.74)
-7 ,, = 2V 'i-2V ’,l + 4ÿf,-4iSf,-K “e’ *-“*(A^,- /If.) (5.75)
r
let E =  and B =  -^  A we then find
V ^ E +  e'^^{V B f  =  0 (5.76)
W'^  B-\-2 V  E V  B =  {) (5.77)
where
(5.78)
We wish to write the Eqs.(5.76 , 5.77) as a single complex equation by intro­
ducing a complex potential. In order to achieve this we introduce pseudopo­
tential oj by use of (5.77)
— 2E D  —2E ry(Jjp =  p e  , (jJz =  - p e  Bp (5.79)
then the resulting equations can be written as the following single complex 
equation (the Ernst equation) for e =  pe^ -{■ iu
B.e{e) £ 7= V  £ V  e (5.80)
Hence the above complex equation reperesents the Eqs.(5.76) and (5.77) if 
we let £ =  pe^  The above Ernst equation (5.80) defines a sigma model
on SU{2 )fU {l)  with the equation of motion
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V  ( p - ‘ V / > )  = 0 (5.81)
where
P  =
1 - B
p e E - B  p^e^  ^+  B
(5.82)
In the sequel we assume enough differentiability for the components of 
the matrix P  in K U dV. Here H is a region in M  with boundary dV. In 
our case V  is the region r > 0 (see section 2 type I solutions) and hence dV  
has two disconnected components.
We also assume that P is positive definite. Let Pi and P2 be two different 
solutions of (5.81). The difference of their equations satisfy
v ( P f ' ( v g ) P 2) =  0. (5.83)
where Q =  P\ P2  ^· Multiplying the both sides by (hermitian conjugation) 
and taking the trace we obtain
v [ i r ( g ^ P r ‘ ( v g ) P 2)] =  i r [ ( v g t ) p - i ( v g ) P 2] (5.84)
The left hand side of the above equation can be simplified further and we 
obtain
V^q =  tr\ (V Q ^ )P i\ V Q )P 2 (5.85)
n where q =  tr{Q). Using the hermiticity and positive definiteness prop­
erties of the matrices Pi and Pj wc may let
Pi =  A A ] ,  (i =  l , 2) (5.86)
where y4i and A2 are nonsingular n x n matrices given by
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1 o
y/pe^ \ -B i pc '^
(5.87)
With the aid of (5.86 ) Eq.(5.85) reduces to
=  lr{J^ J) (5.88)
where
J =  A :\ V Q ) A 2 (5.89)
Eq.(5.88) is a crucial step towards the proof of the uniqueness theorems. 
It is clear that the right hand side is positive definite at all point of V. Before 
going on let us give the scalar function q.
(5.90)
It is clear that q =  2 and its first derivatives vanish on the boundary dV  of 
1/ .
Let M  be an 2 dimensional manifold with local coordinates {piz). Let V 
be a region in M  with boundary dV. Let P be a hermitian positive definite 
2 x 2 matrix with unit determinant and let Pj and P2 be two such matrices 
satisfying (5.81) in V with the same boundary conditions on dV  then we 
have Pi =  P2 at all points in region V . The proof is as follows. Integrating 
(5.88) in V  we obtain
/  V q d a =  I tr(J^ J )dV  
JdV Jv
(5.91)
and using the boundary condition 9 =  2 on dV  we get
tr (/+  J) dV =  0 (5.92)
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Then the integrand in (5.92) vanishes at all points in V. This implies the 
vanishing of J which implies that Q =  Qq — a constant matrix in V . Since Q 
is the identity matrix /  on dV  then Q =  I  \nV. Hence Pi =  P2 at all points 
in V. Another way to prove to obtain this result is to use (5.88) directly. The 
vanishing of the integrand in (5.92) implies that q is an harmonic function in 
V . Since q =  2 on the boundary dV  of V then it must be equal to the same 
constant in V  as well. This implies that Pi P2 in V.
In four dimensions the Einstein Maxwell Dilaton field theory a static black 
hole should carry mass M  , electric charge Q and dilaton charge S. Such 
a black hole solution exist which was found by Gibbons and Maeda for an 
arbitrary dilaton coupling parameter a. Here the above proof implies that all 
those solutions with the same black hole boundary conditions (asymptotically 
flat and regular horizons) as the GM solution are the same everywhere in 
spacetime.
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Chapter 6
Cvetic-Youm Solution in 4 and 5 dimensions
In this chapter I will give the explicit expression of the metric for two different 
black hole solutions found by Cvetic and Youm. .[8, 9] In chapter 8, I will 
analyze the thermodynamical properties of these black hole solutions.
6.1 The Metric and Physical Parameters in 4 Dimen­
sions
Cvetic and Youm present an explicit form of the (generating) solution for 
the four-charge rotating black hole solution of four-dimensional N =  4 (or 
N =  S) superstring vacua. They choose to parameterize the generating solu­
tion in terms of the massless fields of the heterotic string compactified on a 
six-torus (or Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-Schwarz (NS-NS) sector of the Type IIA 
string compactified on T®). This solution has an equivalent parameterization 
(due to the string-string duality) in terms of the NS-NS fields of Type IIA 
compactified on K3 xT^ or T-dualized Type IIB string. Due to the 7"-duality 
(or ^/-duality) of the Type IIA string, the solutions parameterized in terms 
of the NS-NS charges have a map onto Ramond-Ramond (R-R) charges and 
thus an interpretation in terms of T>-brane configurations.
A brief summary of toroidal compactification is as follows;
The compactification of the extra (10 — D) spatial coordinates on a (10 — 
0 )-torus can be achieved by choosing the following Abelian Kaluza-Klein
40
Ansatz for the ten-dimensional metric
AÍ^^"'Gmn Gran
G m n  = (6.1)
where (// =  0 ,1,..., D — \\ m =  1,..., 10—/5) are Zl-dimensional Kaluza-
Klein U{\) gauge fields, (^  =  $  — |lndet is the D-dimerisional dilaton 
field, and a =  Then, the affective action is specified by the following
massless bosonic fields: the (Einstein-frame) graviton the dilaton e'^ , 
(36 -  2D) U{1) gauge fields 4  =  ( 4 ^ ”"> defined as 4 m  =
Bf,m +  -b following
symmetric (9(10 — D,26 — D) matrix of the scalar fields (moduli):
G - 1
M  =
-G ~ W \
-C ^G -^  G +  G'^G-^G +  a^a G~^aF ^  a?' 
-aG~^ aG-^C +  a I +  aG~^a^ /
(6 ,2)
where G =  [Gmn], G =  [\Á[P +  Bmn] and a =  [Á¡n] are defined in terms of
the internal parts of ten-dimensional fields. Then the effective jD-dimensional 
effective action takes the form:
C =
16ttGd
g·'·'' Tln{LML)i¡rl.A,
where g =  det g i^,, Kg is the Ricci scalar of g^ ,^ and 4 i /  ~  <^»/4
the gauge field strengths.
The Z)-dimensional effective action (6.3) is invariant under the (9(10 — 
D,26 — D) transformations (T-duality) [53, 54]:
M  —>  ^ g^ i, > 9iii/i  ^ B i^, > B/^ ig, (6.4)
where fl is an (9(10 -  D,26 -  D) invariant matrix, i.e., with the following 
property:
Í2^Z/Í2 =  L, L —
where / „  denotes the n x n identity matrix.
In particular, for D =  4 the field strength of the one-form field is self­
dual and the corresponding equations of motion and Bianchi identities are
0 h o - D 0 N
10-ri 0 0 , (6.5)
0 0 h e - D  /
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invariant under the SL{2^R) transformations (5'-duality) [54]: 
dS -f- b
+ +
(6.6)
where a lf c^d € / i  satisfy ad — be =  1. Here,
S' =  +  ie~'  ^ is a complex scalar field
In order to obtain the explicit form of rotating charged solution, they 
employ the solution generating technique, by performing symmetry transfor­
mations on a known solution. In particular, they perform four S O (l ,l )  C 
0 (8 , 24) boosts [52] on the four-dimensional Kerr solution, specified by the 
ADM mass m and the rotational parameter / (angular momentum per unit 
mass)
Here 0(8 ,24) is a symmetry of the elFective three-dimensional action for 
stationary solutions of toroidally compactified heterotic string [50]. The four 
boosts Sg\, Se2i p^i 3.ud Sp2 iuduce two electric and two magnetic
charges of 1/(1) gauge fields and respectively. The
solution obtained in that manner is specified by the ADM mass, four 17(1) 
charges, and one rotational parameter
In addition, one can subsequently rescale the asymptotic values of the 
dilaton-axion field and the four toroidal moduli of two-torus, ¿. e., the scalar 
fields that vary with spatial direction.
Thus, the starting point is the following four-dimensional Kerr solution:
ds  ^ =
+
-|- Pcos^O — 2mr
dt  ^ -f
-h Pcos^O 
r'^  P — 2rnr
dr  ^ +  (r^ -f Pcos^0)d9^
r'f· -f Pcos '^ 0
[(r^ -h l^)(r^ -f- Pcos^O) +  2mPrsm^9]d(f)^
-f Pcos'^9 
4mlrs\n^9
(6.7)
■dtd(f),
-|- Pcos'^9
where rn is its ADM mass and I is the rotational parameter. The explicit se­
quence of the four boost transformations as well as technical details of relating 
the fields of the effective three-dimensional action and the four-dimensional 
fields are detailed in Ref. [52] (See also Ref. [51].).
The metric for four-dimensional rotating charged black hole solutions of 
toroidally compactified superstring theory, parametrized by the ADM mass, 
four charges and angular momentum, is given by [8] *:
'T h e  fo u r-d irn en sio n al N e w to n ’s con stan t is taken to be G^ ~'  ^ = | and th e con ven tion
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dsl ■ if  — 2mr +  Pcos^O , ,=  A 2[------------------------------ dt  ^+ dr^ siri ö^+  d9  ^ H------— { (r  +  2msinh^ii)
X
A ' — 2mr +  P ‘ " ' A
(r +  2msm\?82){r  +  2msinh^6^3)(r +  2msirih^i4) +  /^(1 +  o,os^9)r  ^ +  W  
2 . 2c^  · 4m/+  2m rrs\vr9}d4r-----^ {(c o s h iic o s h i2Coshi3Coshi4
-  sinhiisinhi2sinhi3sinhi4)r +  2msinh<^ isinhi2sinh<^ 3sinhi4}sin^ 6>c/ic/<^ ], (6.8)
where
A  =  (r +  2msinh^ii)(r +  2msinh^i2)(r +  2msinh^i3)(r +  2msinh^<5'4)
+  (2/ V  +  H^)cos^0,
W  =  2mP (sm\P 8i +  sinh <^^2 +  sinh^i3 +  sirih^i4)r
+  4m^/^(2coshii coshi2Coshi3Coshi4 sinhiisinhi2sinhi3sinhi4
— 2sinh^iisinh^i2sinh^^3sinh^i4 — sinh^iisinh^i2sinh^i4
— sinh^ iisinh^ (^ 2sinh^ i^ 3 — sinh i^2sirih i^3sinh i^4 — sinh i^ i^sinh i^3sinh i^4)
+  Pcos^9. (6.9)
The outer and inner event horizons are at
=  m ±  VnP — P, ( 6 . 10)
Here, m, the non-extremality parameter, is related to the mass of Kerr so­
lution, / is related to the angular momentum of the Kerr solution and ¿^1,2,3,4 
are boost parameters. Our aim is to write the variation of S in terms of the 
physical parameters ADM mass M, two electric charges Qi, Q2, two mag­
netic charges P i, P2, and the angular momentum J. The physical parameters 
can be expressed in terms of m, / and the boosts as follows:
M — 4m(cosh^ +  cosh^ 82 +  cosh^ ¿3 +  cosh^ 84) — 8m,
Qx — 4mcosh<^i sinh^i,
Q2 =  4m coshi2 sinh< 2^, ( 6 . 1 1 )
Pi =  4m cosh 3^ sinh ¿^3,
P2 =  4m cosh <^4 sinh <^4,
J =  8 / m (cosh cosh 82 cosh 83 cosh 84 — sinh 81 sinh 82 sinh i 3sinh 84).
o f, e .g ., R ef. [49], is fo llow ed  for th e defin ition s o f  the A D M  m ass, ch arges, d ip o le  m o m e n ts  
and a n g u la r  m o m e n ta .
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Note that we choose =  t -
6.2 Metric and Physical Parameters in 5 Dimensions
Another black hole solution found by Cvetic and Youm is in five dimensions.
[9] The starting point for obtaining the generating five-dimensional charged 
rotating solution is the five-dimensional neutral solution with two rotational 
parameters /1,2 [49]. We can write it in the following form:
_  -h l\cos^9 -t- llsin^O -  2m 2 r^(r^-b f^cos^ö-|-/fsin^ö) 2
-f l\cos 6^ -b lls\v?9 ^  (r  ^ -b fi)(r^ -b “  2mr^ ^
, / 2 , /2 2/1 , ,2 · 2û\Jû2 , 4m/ı/2Sİn ö^cOS^6>+  (r +  /,co., e +  /,sm e)d« +  ,2 + , 2^ 32  ^+
cos^^
r'-^  +  ffcos^^ +  Zlsin^ ’g ^^ ^^  ^  ficos *^0 -b llsin^e) -b 2rnllcos^ d]dx/^ ^^
imlis'm^O 4m/2Cos^0
r2 +  /Jcos^fl -b /İ s in '. /  ~  r2 +  /?cos20 -b llsmH ' (6 . 12)
The black hole solution given in this section is uniquely parameterized 
by the ADM mass (which can be traded for the non-extremality parameter 
m >  0), two angular momenta and 27 (conserved) electric charges. [55]. The 
solution is parametrized in terms of massless fields of the heterotic string 
compactified on a five-torus (T^)
A generating technique is used by performing a subset of 0(8,24) trans­
formations, f.e., symmetry transformations of the effective three-dimensional 
action for stationary solutions, on the five-dimensional (neutral) rotating so­
lution parameterized by the mass rn and two rotating parameters l\ and 
/2. The explicit form of the generating solution is determined by three 
.S'0(1,1) C 0(8 , 24) boosts ¿^ ei, ¿e2, and i«, which specify respectively the two 
electric charges fhe two 17(1) gauge fields, i.e., the Kaluza-Klein
A]jV and the two-form gauge fields associated with the first compactified 
direction, and the charge Q, i.e., the electric charge of the vector field, whose 
field strength is dual to the field strength of the five-dimensional two
form field B,HU-
The metric for five-dimensional rotating charged black holes of toroidally
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compactified string theory, specified by the ADM mass M , three charges 
Q i ,Q 2,Q 3 and two rotational parameters /1, 2^ is given by [9]:
— 9u +  9 tt dr  ^ +  goedO"^  2g^ d^<f>d‘ip +  2g t^d(j>dt (6.13) 
~\~2g i^d'ipdt ~|” g-ip'^ d'ij) ,
where
gtt =  - A ~ R { R - 2 r n ) ,
As
(r^ +  /i)(r^ +  /2) — 2mr^ ’
gee =  A \
g^  ^ =  cos^ Osin  ^0A ^ {L ik 3 +  L^ki),
g^t =  —2m sin  ^0A~(/ji?ciC2C3 + /2(2m — /?)s iS253)>
g^t =  —2m cos^ 0A ~ {l\ {2m — R)s\S2S3 l^Rcxc^c-i),
g^^ =  sin  ^0A ’^[A  +  sin  ^9{Likx +  L2k2 +  L^kz)],
g-4,-rP =  cos  ^0A'3"[A +  cos  ^0{Liki — Lzkz +  L^kz)]^
(6.14)
Lx = /1 +  i l
L2 — -  i l
L3 — 2/1/2,
kx mR  — 2m^q — Am?t,
k'2 R  ^ +  rnR +  2mRp +  2m?q,
kz = 4m^ C1C2C3S1S2S3,
R +  /1 cos  ^  ^+  /2
P = Sj +  S2 +  S3,
g
«2<;2 , 2 2 , 2 2
t 2 2 2 S1S2S3,
(6.15)
and Si, Ci stand for sinh cosh^i, {i =  1,2,3) respectively.
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Electromagnetic vector potentials are given as:
yi!\)
^V-1
(2)A''
4(2)<^/,1
4(2)
t(f>
i?,t'lp
B.
mcoshiisinh^i
+  2msinh^6 i^ +  l\cos^9 +  ’
. 2/,^isinhiisinhi2Coshi3 — /2Coshiicoshi2sinhi3 msm 9-
=  mcos
+  2msinh^ii +  l\cos 6^ +  /^sin^ö 
2^/icoshiisinhi2sinhi3 — /2sinh<^icoshi2Coshi3
+  2msinh^ii +  l\cos^9 +  l\sm^9 
mcoshi2sinhi2
(6.16)
+  2msinh^i2 +  /i cos^ö +  l\sm^9 ’
. 2/,^iCOshiisinhi2Coshi3 — /2sinhiicoshi2sinhi3msm 9------------------------¡5----------------------- -— -^------- ,
r2 +  2msinh^i2 +  l\Cos^ 9 +  /jsin^^
2 ,/isinhiicoshi2sinh6^3 — /2Coshiisinh52Coshi3mcos 6/----------------------- -X--------- -------------- -— r--------,
+  2msinh (^^ 2 +  l\cos^9 +  /jsin^i)
—2m sin  ^0(/i sinh sirih 82 cosh <^3 — /2 cosh cosh 82 sinh 3^)(r^ +  i\ cos  ^9 
+/2 sin  ^0 +  m sinh  ^8\ -\- m sinh  ^ 2^)/[(^^ +  1^ cos  ^  ^+  2^  ^+  ^m sinh  ^i j )
X (r^ + /j cos  ^9 +  l\ sin  ^9 +  2m sinh  ^ 2^)],
—2m cos  ^i)(/2 sinh 8\ sinh 82 cosh 3^ — /1 cosh cosh 82 sinh <^3)(r^ +  /j cos  ^9 
Aril sin  ^9 -|- msinh^ 81 +  msinh^ 2^)/[(^^ +  l\ cos  ^9 +  ¡1 sin  ^9 +  2m sinh  ^<?i) 
X(r^ +  /j cos  ^9 + ll sin  ^9 +  2m sinh  ^ 2^)])
2m cosh ¿3 sinh 83 cos  ^9 sin  ^9{r^ +  /j cos  ^9 +  ¡1 sin  ^9 +  m sinh  ^8\ + m sinh  ^8 
(r^ +  ll cos  ^9 A-12 sin  ^9 +  2m sinh  ^ )(r^ +  l\ cos^ 9 A-1\ sin  ^9 +  2m sinh  ^82
/S. — A 2rnpR^ +  Am^qR +  8m i (6.17)
r \ = T t i -  ~Li ±  x\jL'i +  4m(m -  i i ) (6.18)
We choose Gm =
The physical quantities ADM mass M, three charges Q i,Q 2,Q 3 two 
angular momenta Ji, J2 are given as
M  =  2m(cosh^ +  cosh^ 82 +  cosh^ 8 3 ) — 3m, 
Qi =  2m cosh <^i sinh <5i,
Q 2 =  2m cosh <5^2 sinh 2^,
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(6.19)
Qs =  2m cosh 3^ sinh 3^,
Ji =  4 m (/i cosh cosh 82 cosh ¿3 — /2 sinh Si sinh 82 sirih 3^),
J2 =  4 m (/2 cosh Si cosh 82 cosh S3 — li sinh sinh 82 sinh 83),
where m is the nonextremality parameter, <^1,2,3 are the boost parameters 
and li 2^ are the angular momentum parameters.
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Chapter 7
Dilaton-Maxwell Colliding Waves in Low 
Energy Limit of String Theory
We have found that plane wave geometries are exact solutions for the string 
theory to all orders of string tension parameter.
The study of the gravitational interaction coupled to the Maxwell and 
dilaton fields has been the subject of recent investigations related to the 
heterotic string theory. Dilaton fields coupled to Einstein-Maxwell fields 
appear as a result of a dimensional reduction of the Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian. 
The solutions of the low-energy effective field are different from those in 
classical relativity.
For the first time in literature, we have found a solution describing collid­
ing plane waves in dilaton gravity. [15]. After our publication, Nora Breton, 
Tonatiuh Matos and Alberto Garcia have studied a related problem in [47, 48] 
They consider the action
J d '^ xy/ ^ i-R  +  2 (V $ ) ' -f (7.1)
where g =  — 0 ,1 ,2 ,3. R is the scalar curvature, is the
Maxwell field, and $  is the dilaton field.
They present a class of solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton field 
equations within the metric structure endowed with two orthogonal space­
like Killing vectors. Two explicitly given sub-classes of solutions bear an 
interpretation as colliding plane waves in the low-energy limit ol the heterotic 
string theory.
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An extension of our result was studied by Ozay Giirtug and Mustafa Halil- 
soy in [61]. they also consider colliding non-orthogonally polarized Abelian 
gauge fields with a cross polarization.
An interesting connection between the gravitational wave solution we 
found and singular hypersurfaces were considered by C. Barrabás and G.F. 
Bressange [46]. They studied the junction conditions which have to be sat­
isfied by the various fields at an arbitrary singular hypersurface separating 
two different spacetimes in scalar-tensor theories of gravity.
The lightlike case has interesting properties because it can at the same 
time describe a lightlike shell with surface energy density and surface stresses, 
and an impulsive gravitational wave which is accompanied by shock waves 
when discontinuous gauge fields are present.
In the next sections we shall give the form of the metrics in the incoming 
regions. These will constitute the data for field equations in the interaction 
region. In the second section we give the formulation of the problem for 
one U{\) abelian gauge field with a solution generalizing the Bell-Szekeres 
solution in general relativity. In the third section we consider two abelian 
f / ( l )  gauge fields and give some interesting exact solutions of the collision 
of plane waves problem. In the Appendix 2 we reduce the Maxwell Dilaton 
field equations , in the collision of plane waves , to two dimensional Ernst 
equation.
7.1 Dilaton gravity with one U{1) vector field
Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton Gravity is derivable from a variational principle 
with the lagrangian density
(7.2)
where a is the dilaton coupling constant. The field equations are
Gfiu — 4 -b  ^ il  ^ua ji'v,.. (7.3)
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=  0, (7.4)
M V = 9 9 '“ ' a.i>) +  = =  0,io (7.5)
A space time describing the collision of plane waves admits two space like 
Killing vector fields. In the general case these vectors are nonorthogonal but 
here in this work we consider them to be orthogonal. For such a case an 
appropriate form of the metric and U{\) gauge potential are given by
ds  ^ =  2e ^du dv + e  ^ ^dy  ^ +  e (7.6)
A^ =  (0 ,0 ,A ,0) (7.7)
where M  =  M {u ,v), U — U {u,v), V =  V {u,v), A =  A (u,y) and dilaton 
field Ip — ■(/’ (m, u). The field equations turn out to be
-  2A^ uv =  (14 -  a V>u) + {Vy -  a Tpy) (7.8)
Uuv -  UuUy =  0 (7.9)
2Muv — ~2 Uuv +  UuUy + VuVv +  8'ipu'^ v (7.10)
214„ -  UuVy -  UyVu -  2K^e^^^-^^A,uA,y =  0 (7.11)
2ipuv -  Uuipv — Uytpu +  =  0
.2
(7.12)
2MuUu -  2 Uuu +  Ul +  +  %xPl +  =  0 (7.13)
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Note that (7.10) can be derived from the other equations. It is not indepen­
dent. From (7.11) and (7.12), letting E =  V — ar/^ we obtain
-  2M„C/„ - 2 U y y  +  f/J +  +  8^1 +  =  0 (7.14)
2Euy -  UuE, -  U,E^ -  (2 -h (7.15)
Letting
B - U 2 + j i t A (7.16)
(7.8) and (7.15) become
2 5  lit) — EuB^y -f- EyB^ u (7.17)
2E,„, -  U .E . -  U,E^ -  e"+® B,„ B,. = 0 (7.18)
The above two equations are the real and imaginary parts of the following 
Ernst equation
jRe(e) e =  Ve V e (7.19)
where differential operators in (7.19) are defined with respect to the metric 
given by ds  ^ =  2 dudv — d<f>^  and
i  =  e - i  < «+ !''+  i—
V 2
(7.20)
The remaining part of the Einstein equations are given as follows
Uyy UyEy 0
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(7.21)
2 Xuv — UuXy — UyXu -  0 (7.22)
-  2MuUu -  2 Uyy +  f/^ +  ^  +  8 X l)  +  2/c^e^+^ylf„ =  0 (7.23)
-  2MyUy - 2Uyy  +  Ul +  -  {E l +  8 X l )  +  2k ’^ c^^^AI =  0 (7.24)
where
i> = - { X  ~ I e ) , V  =  - ( a X +  E) , a = l  +  ^  (7.25)
oc a a. o
Hence a solution of the Dilaton Gravity field equations depends upon a lin­
ear equation (7.22) and the Ernst equation (7.19). The integrability of the 
Ernst equation and its properties are now very well known [43] , but the 
characteristic initial value problem has not been solved yet.
The formulation of the collision of plane waves is as follows; The space time 
is divided into four disjoint regions by the null hyperplanes u = 0 and v =  0
T he first region; {u < 0,v <  0)
ds'  ^ =  2du dv -f dy  ^ -4- dz^ (7.26)
This is the flat space time with =  /1 =  0. 
T he second region; (u >  0,u < 0)
ds  ^ =  2e~^^dudv +  -h (7.27)
where M2 =  M2{u) , U2 =  U2{u) , V2 =  V2{u) , ^2 =  t^ 2(^) and A 2 =  A 2{u) 
constitute the data at u < 0. The only field equation is
-  2M2,uU2,u -  2 U2,uu + Ul^ -h -  ( 4 „  +  8 X l J  +  2k  ^ =  0 (7.28)
a
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T h e  third region; ( u < 0,u > 0)
ds  ^ =  2e~^^dudv + (7.29)
where M3 =  M3{v) , U3 =  Usiv) , V3 =  ^ (u ) , V>3 =  i ’siv) and A3 - ^ 3(1;) 
constitute the data at u < 0. The only field equation is
-  2W3,.C3,. -  2 C/3,„„ +  t/3% +  -  (E l ,  +  8 X I ,)  + 2k  ^ A l ,  =  0 (7.30)
The second and third regions are called the incoming regions and the cor­
responding space times are the plane wave geometries. Hence the functions 
M 2 =  M 2(u) , U2 =  U2{u)  ^ V2 — V{u) , ip2 =  V’2(m) , A 2 — A2{u) and 
M3 =  M3{v) , IJ3 =  U3{v) , V3 =  V3{v) , V'a =  V’3(w) , A3 =  ^ 3('y) should be 
considered as the data on the hyperplanes u =  0 and u — 0 respectively.
T h e  fourth  region: ( ?i > 0,u > 0 )
ds  ^ =  2e ^dudv -f e  ^ dy  ^ -|- e dz^ (7.31)
where M  =  M (u ,u ) , U =  U{u,v)  , V =  V{u,v)  , rp =  •0(u,u) and 
A =  t4(u, u) such that in the incoming regions (u <  0,u < 0) the metric 
(7.31) reduces to the corresponding metrics in the related regions. The field 
equations are
Uuv -  UuUy =  0 (7.32)
R e { e ) V ^ e - \ / e V e  = 0  (7.33)
2 X u v -U u X v - l K X u  = 0  (7.34)
-2MuUu -  2 +  Ul -b -  {El -b 8 X l) +  2k\^^^A\ =  0 (7.35)
a
-2M,U, -  2 C/„., -b f/J +  -  {El -b 8 X l) +  2^e^+^A l =  0 (7.36)
where V{u, v) and ip{u, v) are given in terms of X {u, v) and E{u, v) in (7.25). 
The problem is to find the solutions of the above equations in such a way 
that the following conditions must be satisfied.
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M{u,v  <  0) =  M 2{u) ,U{u,v  <  0) =  U2{u) ,V{u,v  <  0) =  14(м) (7.37)
ф{и, V < 0 )  =  ф2{и), А{и, V < 0 )  =  Л2{и) (7.38)
М{и < 0,v) =  Мз{у) ,и{и <  0,v) =  С/з(у), V{u <  0,г>) =  Vz{v) (7.39)
ф{и <  0,u) =  фз{у),А{и <  0,v) =  Аз(у) (7.40)
An exact solution of the above problem is.
u  = — In cos(P +  Q) — In cos(P — Q)
E = In cos(P + Q) ~ ill cos(P — Q) (7.41)
A2 psin(P -  Q) (7.42)
X  = ki j cos Q — sin P ¿2 j cos P  — sin Q 
2 cos Q + sin P 2 cos P  + sin Q (7.43)
Here P  =  U2 и 9{u) , Q — a^v 9{v) , where 9 is the Heaviside step function , 
02 and 03 are arbitrary constants.
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(8 +  o2)k2
There are two distinct solutions.
1.^1 =  k 2 =  к  and k^  =  ^
Second region: u < 0 , u > 0 o r ( 5  = 0
(7.44)
,,аф2 _ I — sin P
. 1 +  sin P
a к 2 a
-U2-V2 ’ 1 — sin P=  cos
g к 
■ 2 a
-U2+V2 _=  cos2 p
.1 +  sin P. 
1 — sin P
о k 
2 a
,-M2 _
A2 —
.1 +  sin P.
, oi(cos P)8a 
p sin P
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(7.45)
(7.46)
(7.47)
(7.48)
(7.49)
Third region: u <  0, u > 0 or P  =  0.
1 — sin Q
a k
g  1^3 V"3 _  Q
1 +  sin <5
1 — sin Q
g - l / 3 + V ^ 3  ^  g o g 2  Q
1 + sin Q 
1 — sin Q
ak
2 at
a k 
2 a
1 +  sin Q
g-Ma _  Q ) ^
A3 =  - p  sin Q
(7.50)
(7.51)
(7.52)
(7.53)
(7.54)
Fourth region: u > 0, u > 0 .
—
(cos Q — sin P)  (cos P  — sin Q) 
(cos Q +  sin P)  (cos P  +  sin Q)
a k
,COS ( P  -  Q )  a i
<cos(P +  (3 )> -
- u - v =  {cos { P + Q ) Y  ot {cos { P~Q) )
=  (cos (P+Q))*·'·'’'(cos(P -C ?))^  «
(cos Q — sin P) (cos P  — sin Q)
(cos Q +  sin P) (cos P +  sin Q)
(cos Q — vsin P) (cos P — sin Q)
a k 
2 a
(cos Q +  sin P) (cos P +  sin Q)
a k 2 a
e ^  =  (cos (P  +  Q))'®“ (cos (P  — Q)) 
A2 =  p sin (P  -  Q)
2,^2 = —^ 1 = — k  and k'^ =  ^
Second region: ?; <  0, u > 0 or Q = 0
a'lp __
=  cos  ^ P
T — sin P ' 
.1 +  sin P . 
T -  sin P · 
.1 + sin P.
afc
a k
(7.55)
(7.56)
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e-^+^ =  cos  ^ P 1 — sin P
.1 +  sin P.  
g-M _  p )rs
A2 =  p sin P
(7.57)
(7.58)
(7.59)
T hird  region: u < 0, u > 0 or P  =  0.
e - ^- ^  =  cos^ Q
1 +  sin Q
g k
1 — sin Q
1 sin Q
_  a k
e =  cos  ^ Q
1 — sin (5 
1 +  sin
g k 
2 a
1 — sin Q
g - M  _  Q)'^
A2 =  —p sin Q
(7.60)
(7.61)
(7.62)
(7.63)
(7.64)
Fourth region: u > 0,?; >  0 .
(cos Q — sin P)  (cos P  +  sin Q)
-1 9l. ^  
2
(cos Q +  sin P)  (cos P — sin Q)
( cos {P — Q)y '^  
cos{P +  Q) j
e ^ =  (cos (P+(5))* « (cos (P —Q))^'*'“
(cos Q — sin P) (cos P + sin Q)
(cos Q +  sin P) (cos P — sin Q)
ak2 OL
3-C/+V _ (cos (P+Q))'·*·'» (cos (P -Q ) ) ' “
(cos Q — sin P) (cos P +  sin Q)
(cos Q +  sin P) (cos P — sin Q)
e ^  =  (cos (P  — Q ) ) ( c o s  (P  +  (5))
A 2 =  p sin ( P -  Q)
The spacetime in the fourth region is singular on the hyperplanes 02 u ± a 3 v —
ZL2 *
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7.2 Dilaton gravity with two U{1)  vector fields
A dimensionally reduced superstring theory in four dimensions can be de­
scribed in terms of A  =  4 supergravity [14]. There are two versions N — 4 
supergravity , S0(4) and SU(4) versions. We shall only consider bosonic part 
of the theory with t / ( l ) (^ f / ( l )  vectors in each version and one real dilaton 
field. In the following lagrangian although (a, b) — (2, —2) for SO{4) case 
and (a,b) =  (2,2) for SU{4) case we shall keep these constants (couplings of 
dilaton field to each gauge field)
L = A  -  -  7Z/v ^
(7.65)
The field equations are
= 4 -h +
(7.66)
V^(e-^^A'^") =  0, (7.67)
d ^ { V ^ g g ^ ' ^ d J ) + ' ^ - ^ { a e - ^ ^ F ^  -h =  0, (7.68)
where F'  ^ =  F^ ^^  F^ß and Ho,ß ■ Both F^  ^ and are obtained
by the vector potentials and respectively , i.e., they are given by
Ffii/ — dn At/ — di, Aß , fißi/ — Fß Bl, dl, Bß (7.69)
In this section instead of giving the complete formulation of the problem 
we give a special solution of collision problem. We consider the same space- 
time structure as considered in the previous section with the line element
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(7.6). In the general case none of the waves superpose due to the nonlin­
earities in the field equations. On the other hand existence of two different 
abelian gauge fields allow one to consider the following type of collision prob­
lem (such a solution does not exist with one abelian gauge field). Consider 
one of the gauge fields is zero in one of the incoming regions and the other 
gauge field is zero in the other incoming region. More specifically one of the 
U{\) potential (j4^) vanishes in one of the incoming regions and the other 
r /(l )  potential {B j^) vanishes in the other region. In the interaction region 
we have both fields. This implies a superposition in the gauge fields. Such 
an assumption simplifies the field equations considerably [35].
The field equations are as follows
Uuv -  UuUy^^O
2Ky  -  BuK -  UyVu =  0
(7.70)
(7.71)
8
-  2MyUu - 2 U yu  +  Ul +  (1 +  ^ )  V  ^+ AK^Ble^ =  0 (7.72)
8
— 2MyUy — 2Uyy -fi Uy -|- (1 H— -)  -j- 4 /v^  e — 0 (7.73)
Depending upon the choices of the U(l)  potentials we find the dilaton field 
'</) accordingly. We have two distinct cases
Case 1: b —a We have two subcases (in each cases we assume that a is 
different then zero).
( l .a ) :  =  I V ,  A,, =  (0,0,0,.4(u)) , B^ =  (0,0,0, .S(u)). The field equa­
tions are given above (7.70-7.73)
( l .b ) :  =  (0 ,0 ,/l(u ),0 ) , B,, =  (0 ,0 ,£?(u),0). The field equa­
tions are exactly the same as in case (l.a) if A and B  are interchanged in the 
equations (7.72) and (7.73).
Case 2: b = -a  We have again two subcases
(2 .a ): ^ =  \V,  A^ =  (0,0,0, 7l(u)) , B^ = (0,0, i?(u), 0). The field equa­
tions are exactly the same as in case (l.a).
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(2 .b ): ^ =  - I  V, =  (0 ,0 ,/!(« ) , 0) , =  (0 ,0 ,0 ,5 (t;)). The field
equations are exactly the same as in case (l.b).
The solutions of the equations (7.70 - 7.73) are given as follows [19]
e ^ =  f { u ) + g { v ) (7.74)
V =
1
V f  +
( R  +  B) (7.75)
f "  P.
J a
/  " V  ii  +  W  +  g ) )  di
A . ^ ( g - g ) i l - f ) \  ±  
 ^ V (g +  D i f  +  g) J drj ^ +  gV3{ri)
d^
dr)
(7.76)
(7.77)
where /  and g are functions of u and v respectively , P_\_ is the Legendre 
function of order — These functions are determined from the data . In the 
incoming regions we have f  =   ^ {u <  0) and g = \ {v <Q) where
r C/2  ^ 1/3 1
/  =  "■ 2 ’ »  = '  2
(7.78)
The functions V2{u) and 14(1;) are the data for the function V{u,v).  The 
solutions may be summarized as follows. Here we are giving the case (l.a) 
explicitly. The other cases can be given easily by correct identifications.
Second  region; v < 0 , u > 0 o r g  =  ^
ds  ^ =  dv +  (7.79)
The dilaton field >^2 =  " 1 4 ,  the gauge potentials are given as =  0 and 
Bfj, =  (0, 0, 0, B{u)).  The only field equation is given by
— 2M2,uU2,u — 2 U2,uu +  —^ 2) "b 4 ~  (7.80)
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T h ird  region: u < Q , v > 0 o r f  =  l
(7.81)
The dilaton field ^3 =   ^V3 , the gauge potentials are given as =  
(0, 0, 0, 2l(u)) and =  0. The only field equation is given by
— ^Ms^ yUs^ v — 2U'^ y^y +  U2^ y +  (1 H— -) V^ y^ -\- A k}  =  0 (7.82)
Fourth region: u > 0, ?; >  0
ds  ^ =  dv +  e-^M -V{u ,v)^y2 -^U{u,v)+V(u,v)^^2
where the exact solutions of /7(u, v) and K(u, v) are given in (7.74) and (7.75). 
The dilaton field \j){u,v) =  ^V{ u, v )  , the gauge potentials are given as 
Afi =  (0,0,0, A{v))  and Bfi =  (0,0,0, B{u)).  The field equations to be solved 
are (7.72) and (7.73). Given the data (^ (u ) , 1^ (1;)) one finds the function 
V{u,v)  from the integral formula (7.75). Given the data (V2(tt), ^ (u )) and 
(A{v),  B{u))  one integrates the function M{u,v)  from (7.72) and (7.73).
A simple exact solution to the above problem is given as follows
V =  rri\ tanh - 1 r
2 +5^.
+  7712 tanh - 1  2' - g V
,2 +  / /
(7.84)
with
V2 =  mi tanh ’ (^ -  /)2  
V3 - m 2 tanh"* (^ “ i^ )^
(7.85)
(7.86)
where rn\ and m2 are arbitrary constants. In the general case the initial data 
is loaded on the functions /  and g. The determination of these functions is
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important in the integration of the function M . We find this function by 
following two different approaches. This means that we have two different 
solutions for two different data.
First Solution : The functions /  and g are given by
f{'^) =  1^ - 9{u)  , =  S2 V^  ^ 0(y)
where n-i and U2 are positive integers (>  2). This is not the complete data 
but the function M(u, v) can be found as
2 M  =  (1 -  j  (mi +  m2)^) ln (/ +  5^ ) +  ^ ^ ln(^ +  ^) +  m  ^ ln(^ +  / )
1
'2 +
^mim2 ln(^ +  2 / ^ +  - 4 / 2 ) ( l  -4^2) )  _4^2
In the incoming regions we have
^ ml )  ln(^ + / )  -4/c^ j !  B i n (7.87)
^ml )  ln(^ -4 / «^ J !  K n
2
(7.88)
where the last two integrals in above expression are due to the initial values 
of the gauge fields on the null hyperplanes which are left arbitrary and
6 =  1 +  -^ , 6mf =  8 ( l - — )
n,:
with f =  1,2. As far as the singularity structure is considered our solution 
given above looks like the vacuum Einstein solutions given by Szekeres [19]. 
They all suffer from a future closing spacetime singularity at f  g — Q-
Second Solution: The functions /  and g are determined by the following 
equations
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2fu
f l  k +  f
1 , .1 ...
- K o + / )
- ‘ ■ ■ f
(7.89)
2 qv 1 . .1 . (d V zY  . , (dA'
9Z \ ^ 9
- M o + ^ )  H r  - 4 « ^  ^dg dg
(7.90)
where V2 and V3 are given in (7.85)and (7.86). Then the function M{u,v)  is 
found as
2 M  = 1 - 6
(mi +  m2)^
In(/ +  ¡7) + •1+6
mf +  ml
4 l n ( ( j  + / ) ( i + ! >
+ 6 —^  In +  2 /s  + ^ \ /(l -  < / ’ )( ! (7.91)
The function M in the incoming regions vanish (M2 =  M3 =  0). Hence given 
the functions A(g)  and B (f ) ,  we determine the functions /  and g through 
(7.89) and (7.90) in terms of u and v. This completes the determination of 
the metric in the fourth region. For different set of functions (A{g), B ( f ) )  
we have different solutions. For all of these solutions the surface f  g =  0 
is singular.
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Thermodynamics of Black Holes in Four 
Dimensions
Chapter 8
In this chapter, we will analyze the thermodynamical properties of Cvetic- 
Youm solution given in Chapter 6.1.
8.1 First Law of Black Hole Thermodynamics
The entropy is given by A where A is the area of the outer horizon. In 
this case, S has the form: [8]
S =  167r[(m^ +  m V — P) (cosh 6i cosh ¿2 cosh S3 cosh ¿4)
+  (m^ — rny/m? — P) (sinh 61 sinh ¿2 sinh ¿^ ssinh ¿ 4 ) ] .  (8.1)
We can write the variation of entropy in terms of the solution parameters as 
follows:
d S  „  d S  ,, d S  d S  , 56’ , d S
d S  — dSi + d62 + dSs + 7^ 64 + — dm  + dl, (8-2)
d S i 862 863 8S4 8 m  81
But we want to write the variation in terms of the physical parameters:
dS =  Ti dQ, +  T2 dQ2 +  Ts dPi +  T4 dP4 +  Ts dM + U  dJ, (8.3)
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where
Ti =
etc.
'dS  38  ^ dS 302 3S 38:i 3S 364 3S 3m 3S 31
384 3Qr 382 3Qi 383 3Qi 384 3Qi 3m 3Qi 31 3 Q 4 )  ’
(8.4)
By rearranging (8.3), we can now write the variation of M to obtain the 
explicit form of the first law for this black hole:
dM  — TdS QfdJ -|- $1 dQi -(- $2 dQ2 "b ^3 dPi -|- $4 dP2·, (8.5)
To find the r¿’s, we need the derivatives of solution parameters {8ds etc.) 
with respect to the physical parameters (Qds etc.). We cannot invert equa­
tion (6.11), so we cannot find the solution parameters explicitly in terms of 
the physical parameters. But we can always find the infinitesimal variations 
by inverting the Jacobian matrix. The details of this lengthy but straight­
forward calculation is in Appendix 3.
Thus, we can find the coefficients in S (8.5) as:
T
n
4\/m  ^ — P 
5  ’
87t/
S '
(8 .6)
In his paper [32], Smarr obtained the formula dM  =  TdA -b ildJ + ^dQ and 
from this, using the fact that M  is homogeneous of degree | in [A, 
he obtained
M  =  2TA -b 2ÍÍ J -b (8.7)
But we are not in a position to repeat this, because we can not express M in 
terms of area and charges explicitly, so we are unable to find the analog of 
Smarr’s formula (8.7).
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8.2 Thermodynamical Quantities Derived From the 
Metric
Now, we determine the thermodynamical quantities entering (8.5) using the 
metric. The temperature T is related to the surface gravity k as
o rp -  -ZTT 1 — K> — 2 |r=r^ .,0=O· (8 .8)
Using the metric
dgtt, _  - 2  (r+ -  m)
dr “  ^/A
(8.9)
where
\/A|r=r+,e=o =  2m (m K  +  Vrn'  ^ -  P L) =  
0^7T
(8.10)
Thus,
K, =
87T\/m^  — P (8.11)
which is in agreement with First law (8.5).
The angular velocity of the black hole at the outer horizon is:
O =3 i — \r=T^  ,(?=0·
9(f>t
(8. 12)
¿From the metric (6.8) we can write
— 2mr -\-P' — P sin  ^0 
g t^ 2m/ sin  ^6 (r L +  rn K  — m L)
gtt (8.13)
At the horizon, r =  r+ =  m +  x/m^ — P, which means +  /^  — 2mr =  0, so
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9 tt
9<t>t
-8ttI
— P L -\· m K) S  ’
(8.14)
n „  =  ^ , (8.15)
which is also in agreement with the first law(8.5).
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Thermodynamics of Black Holes in Five 
Dimensions
Chapter 9
In this chapter, we will analyze the thermodynamical properties of Cvetic- 
Youm solution given in Chapter 6.1.
9.1 First Law of Black Hole Thermodynamics
The entropy is given by: [8]
S =  — (lx — hY  (cosh ¿'i cosh 82 cosh 83 +  sinh 8\ sinh ¿2 sinh 3^)
+  y 2 m --  l\ +  /2)'^(cosh cosh 82 cosh 8  ^— sinh sinh 82 sinh i 3)(|9.1)
dS =  fi dQx + T2 dQ2 + T3 dQ3 + f 4 dM + f,, dJx +  fg dJ2· (9.2)
The first law is of the form;
dM =  TdS-^^x  dQx +  $2 dQ2 +  $3 d^3 +  dJx +  Ü2 dJ2, (9.3)
Once again, we need to invert a Jacobian matrix and find the derivatives of 
solution parameters with respect to the physical parameters, because we can
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not invert the algebraic equations in (6.19) and find the solution parameters 
explicitly. The details are in Appendix 4. The result of this calculation is:
T
ill
1^ 2
ajS
f ( i  =  1.2,3),
=  —TT
= —7T-
~ h) ~  Oi{l\ +  /2)
S ^
-  h )  -  a { h  +  /2 )
5'
(9.4)
(9.5)
where
OL =  yj2rn -  (/1 -  I2Y, 
/d =  \j2m -  (/1 +  /2)^ ·
(9.6)
9.2 Thermodynamic Quantities Derived from the 
Metric
Now, we make an independent check for the coefficients in first law. Using 
the metric, we can calculate Qi.
Hi = 'fftt I
9<!>t
r = r + , 0 = | ) (9.7)
R{R -  2m)
—2msin^ 9(liRciC2C3 +  l2{2m — R)s\S2S3)
where R — r'^  +  l'^  cos  ^O + ll sin  ^0. We are considering the point on the outer 
horizon with, r =  r+,  ^ =  f  ·
R = [P{h ~  h)  ~ o:(^ 2 +  1^)] h 
a — ¡3
R — 2m — [/3{h — h) ~  +  t^)]A
a +  ^
(9.8)
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So
0 i =  —27T — h) — cxjh +  i^) 
S (9.9)
This result is in agreement with first law(9.3) except for a numerical factor. 
We can repeat the calculation for ^ 2· It is also in agreement with first law. 
Now, let us make an independent check for k, the surface gravity of the outer 
horizon. [36]
2 „ T = K  =  -\ / ~ .gVr g tt
dr |r=T-+,
(9.10)
where
9u
9<t><i> +  5'V”/' +
(9.11)
To find /c, we need to calculate and put E into some manageable form.
The details of these calculations are in Appendix 4. The result is:
K, =
yjlj +  4m(m -  Li) 
Liki +  L2k2 T ^3/^ 3
(9.12)
At the horizon, S =  4tt\/A +  Liki +  //2^2 +  L^kz.
So,
K =
iirald (9.13)
We can check the potentials for the special case l\ =  I2 — 0. In this 
ca.se, =  2m, and $2 =  M ?·
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this study, we considered D-dimensional spherically symmetric space times 
and obtained the Riemann tensor in compact form. Using this expression, we 
established certain theorems concerning any spherically symmetric theory of 
gravitation. As a special case, we considered the Lovelock theory in 5 and 6 
dimensions with the LCBR metric, which simplifies most of the expressions. 
Then we considered the low energy limit of the string theory and obtained 
black hole solutions carrying mass, electrostatic charge, and dilaton charge. 
We also generalized an inequality concerning physical parameters of the black 
hole to D-dimensions.
We have given exact solutions of the colliding plane waves in the Einstein 
Maxwell Dilaton Gravity theories. Although the exact solutions we obtained 
in this work differ from the solutions of the vacuum Einstein and Einstein 
Maxwell theories, the singularity structures of the .solutions of these different 
theories look the same. We have studied the collision of plane waves in four 
dimensions. Higher dimensional plane waves when dimensionally reduced 
(with some duality transformations) lead to the extreme black hole solutions 
in four dimensions. In this respect it is perhaps more interesting to investigate 
the colliding gravitational plane waves in higher dimensions.
Interpretation of the surface area of the black hole as its entropy was one 
of the breakthroughs of black hole thermodynamics. This made possible the 
analogy between the first law of black hole mechanics [dM =  TdS +  DdJ -1- 
^idQi.)  and the first law of thermodynamics.
We calculated the temperature, angular velocity and the potentials that
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enter the first law for two different black holes from toroidally compactified 
string theory. We did this using the expression for entropy as a starting point 
and taking derivatives using the chain rule to make a change of variables.
Then, as a check, we calculated temperature and angular velocity di­
rectly using the metric. The values found using two different methods are in 
agreement.
Note that in four dimensions, we used the formula k =  — but in five 
dimensions we have to use the more general formula
K gTT gtt
dr 9tt — ”1” 9'^ '^  "f” 9^<i>'4^,
|r=r^ .,6/=-i (10.1)
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Chapter 11
Appendix 1 Explicit form of /?’s
In chapter 2, we expressed contractions of Riemann tensor with itself in terms 
of three tensors (gij, Mij, kjkj) multiplied by certain ^ coefficients. Here, we 
are giving these coefficients explicitly.
M "
a{D -  4)
2(72
a
9ij
Mink^ =
4(7^
a
( 11.1)
where
1 ( D - ^ y .
Mij =  a{hij — ■^^9ij)i ^ — q 2{D-3) (11,2)
Using these, we can compute several contractions of Sij, which in turn will 
be used to compute the contractions of the Riemann tensor. Now we’ll define 
new variables that will simplify the coefficients.
. _  r;oQf 7?1 Tj20i . _
so (7^  ’ ,R2 ’ (11.3)
Sij — —  <fo ^ ij  +  B^^ikikj +  —gij 
a L·
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S2 =
SinSl =
Sink^
Si^M?
S^h^n
^(io +  il)9ij +  + 6 6  -  ioU)B^kikj
( “ 2 “^ +  6  +  2^s)ki
^ (  jioW i +  ^ h M i ,  -  \ i ,B % k j)
2 (^ 0 +
nmnr 1 O •f'jn^ mi — (<io + 1^3) '"n2(72 (11.4)
Now we can compute the second rank tensors in terms of Mij and
kikj
RiRja
RjaibR‘"‘’
^ abc r> , 
i J j^ahc
Rij =
+  1^2 Mij +  P^kikj 
t^ AQij 4" Mij +  /S^ kikj 
1^7 9 i j  +  0 » M i j  +  / 3 ( ) k i k j  
f i 9 i j  +  /2 M i j  +  f s k i k j
(11.5)
where
A  — ^ +  ( i  +  {D — 3)(fo6 +  6^2 +  2^2 + {R — ^){D — 4)^o^3
+(n -  4)66 + 2(n -  1)66 + (^ -  1)66 + (R> -  1)'6'
/?2 =  ~  ^)(R ~ +  2(D — 2 )6 6  +  2{D — 3 )6 6  + 2 6 6  +  ^^2
+2{D  -  1)(Z1 -  2 )6 6  +  2{D -  1 )6 6
/?3 =  5 6 -2 (Z )  -  2 ) 6 6 + i > ( ^ - 2)6^+  2 ( Z 1 - 1 ) ( 7 ? - 2 ) 6 6 ]  
-- l(D 3 f  +  l| ;^ _  +  (B _  1)^2 + (£, _  +  ^ 6  +
+ ( 6  -  2)(C -  4)66 + (3£> -  4)66 + l(D - 2)66 + {D- 1)"6?
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^5 — [{D — 2)(Z) — 4)^0 +  2(-D — 2)^06 +  — 3)^o^2 + ^1^ 2 +  2^a
~^{D — 2)^ o^^3 +  {D — 2)(^ 2^ 3]
!3e =  P - 2) ^ 2[ ( Z ) - 2)^0 6 + 6 6 +  P - 2 )6 6 ]
/5t — {D — 2)^ 0 ~ 266 + 26 + 266 + 77  ^ 776  + 2(-C> — 4)66 + 466{ D - Z )
+ 2 6 6  +  2(-D — 1)^3
^8 =  —  a 2(D — 4 )6  +  4 6 6  +  4 6 6  +
26
P - 3 )
+  4(Z) — 2 )6 6  +  4 6 6
I3g — 2(Z) — 2 )5 ^ 6 (6  +  26 )
(11.6)
/ 1  =
/ 2  =  
/ 3  =
2 (6 (-0  — 4) +  6 )  +  6  +  6 (-^  — 1)
a (6{+^ — 2) + 6 )
(11.7)
^ 6 ^ - 2 ) 6
If we insert these in (4.16), we obtain 
[/1 - ¡ R  +  M R '' -  ^RabR '^’ +  RabcdR’^ '’ "^ +  8/^ 1 +  8f3, -  4/?7 ~  4/7/,)] gij
+  [/2 +  Qio(8^ 2 +  8^5 — 4^8 — 4/7/2)] Mt'i 
+  [/3 +  oro(8 3^ +  8/7e 4/?9 4/7/3)] 6+j ~
( 11.8)
We can rewrite it as
\^9ij +  t2Mij +  t^kikj — 0 (11.9)
So, the field equations will reduce to /, 
coefficients are given as
= A, ¿2 =  6  =  0) where these
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Chapter 12
Appendix 2 Ernst Equation
In Maxwell theory , due to the linearity the solution in the interaction region 
is just the superposition of the plane wave solutions in the secod and third 
regions. In Einstein theory such a superposition is not possible and hence 
to find exact solutions (solution of the charcteristic initial value problem) 
is possible yet. In this appendix we consider the collision of the Maxwell- 
Dilaton Plane Waves. The lagrangian of the coresponding theory is
(12,1)
where a is the dilaton coupling constant. Here we kept the the constant k 
which may be set equal to unity. The field equations are
=  0, ( 12.2)
(12.3)
ds  ^ =  2dudv + dy  ^+  dz^ (12.4)
With the choice — (0,0,/1,0), where A — A{u,v)  and dilaton field 'ip 
i/)(u,u), the field equations turn out to be
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dipu- j^V ”1“ QjAyy — o (12.5)
and
=  0.
O
( 12.6)
These equations are the real and imaginary parts of the following Ernst 
equation
Re{e)  e =  Ve Ve (12.7)
where differential operators in (12.7) are defined with respect to the metric 
given by ds  ^ =  2dudv and
e =  + i — A
an
( 12.8)
This can be rewritten as
V ( g - '  V g )  =  0 (12.9)
where
9 e +  e
1 ( e - e )
L 2l ( e - e )  ee
( 12.10)
Eq.(12.9) is the two dimensional sigma model equation on SU{2)IU(l).  Al­
though the complete solution of (12.7) is not known yet its integrability has 
been shown long time ago [37]. The soliton solutions and many intersting 
properties are known.
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Chapter 13
Appendix 3 F Coefficients
Note that we can write S in the form
S =  167r(m^/t' +  m\/m  ^ — PL), (13.1)
where
K  =  cosh cosh 2^ cosh 3^ cosh ¿4 +  sinh sinh 2^ sinh63 sinh^4,
L =  cosh^i cosh ¿2 cosh 3^ cosh ¿^4 — sinh^i sinh 2^ sinh^s sinh ¿1^3.2)
To determine the coefhcients we have to invert the following matrix;
 ^ dQi ^ /
dQ2
dPi
dP2
dM
1 dJ 1 1
4mn;i
0
0
0
0
4mii;2
0
0
0
0
4mu;3
0
0
0
0
2z2ti;2
2Z3W3
/imw4 2Z4W4
0
0
0
0
04m^iu;i 4m2:2ti;2 imz-^ws im z4tV4 M
SlmLi 8lmL2 SImL'j 8lmL4 81L 8mL
\  ^ dSi ^
dS2
dSs
dÖ4
dm
/ dl
(13.3)
where
Wi — cosh2(^i,
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M  =
Li =
= tanh 2ii,
M
m ’
r  1
^  (‘ = ‘ " .4).
(13.4)
The result is
 ^ dSi ^ /
dS2
d63 1
dS4 “  B
dm
1 dl 1
4mwi
—2mzi
y±L
Z\Z2
B + 2^4mw2
Z3Z2
Z4Z2
—2mz2
H2.L
2^^ 3
B + zl4mw2 
Z4Z3
—2rnz3
HiL
2^^ 4
Z3Z4
+  4^4mti;4
—2m^4 
L
-^2
-^3
- 2:4
2m
IEl.
L
0
0
0
0
0
21 BSmL )
(13,5)
'' 4Qi ''
dQ2
dPi
dP2 
dM  
dJ j
where
Ui
Pl
B
=  -ZilPj^ +  2zilL -
ILiB
{i =  1 , . . . , 4) ,
Amwi
L\Z\ +  L 2Z2 +  L^zz  +  L 4Z4 ,
2M  — 4m(ri;i2·  ^+  W2zl + w^z  ^ +  W4Z^ ).
(13.6)
Now, using this matrix, we can calculate the F/s defined in (8.4).
Fs
Te
F.
4Vm^ -  /2’
— 27t/
y/ rrP -P '
-Si
4\/m^  — P
(13.7)
( z = l , . . . , 4 ) .
where
T =
79
Фі =
Ω = Гб
Ts’
Г.
(13.8)
(г =  1. . .4) .
where S; =— ÿÆ.dSi ·
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Appendix 4 Finding the f ’s
To find the derivatives of boosts with respect to physical variables ( etc.) 
we need to invert the following matrix:
dQi ^
dQ'2
dQ3
dM
dj,
dJ2 )
2mu;| 0 0 Z iW i 0 0 ^  ^ dSi ^
0 2 m w 2 0 Z2W 2 0 0 dS2
0 0 2 r n w 3 Z3W 3 0 0 dS3
2 m z i W i 2 rnZ2W 2 2 m z :i W 3 roo +  tül +  W 2 0 0 drn
Jr,2 Jr,z Jifm 4m^ —AmE dh
"^ 2,2 <^2,3 J2lrn —AmE AmC j 1 d/2 1
(14.1)
where
The result is
Wi —
C
E
cosh 26i {i =  1, 2,3), 
tanh 2S{ (i =  1, 2,3), 
cosh Si cosh <5^2 cosh ¿3, 
sinh Si sinh S2 sinh ¿^3.
(14.2)
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d8^   ^
¿82 
d8s 
dm
dh
dh
where
2m U
W\ A ^ 1 ^ 2
Z2Z\ ^  +  zlW2 ^ ^2^3
ZzZl Z3Z2 -  +  4W3 ^
—2mz\ —2mz2 —2mzs
¿51 ¿52 ¿53
¿61 ¿62 ¿63
-Z2
-z z
2m
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
- c  CUl{2h) EU/{2h) 
- d  EU/{2h) CUl(2h)  y 
(14.3)
'' '' ¿Q , ''
dQz 
dQz 
dM
dJi
dJ2 /
u  = {v )l  + W 2 + W 3 -  W i z \
E\Z\ +  E2Z2 +  E^ Z:^ ^
P c = CiZ\ C2Z2 + C^ Z'^ ^
h = { C - E ) { C + E ) ,
E h  + C ha =
h
A — C h + E k
h
c = 2l{ -\r a — b Pc^
d = 2/2 -\- b P^ ) — a Pc·,
—  (Ei a — Ci b) +  ZiC^
Wi
¿6i — — { E i b - C , a )  + Zid,
Wi
(14.4)
Using these results, we can calculate f ,  s as follows:
r.
1%
fs
fe
=  7T
=  7T
- 5 .
al3 ’
h — h
a.
' U - I 2
a
l\ +  h 
h +  2^
(14.5)
(14.6)
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Appendix 5 Finding k ,
We know that g'^ "' =  and g“ -  {g<¡>4>g^  ^ -  gl^)/D, where
D
D
Det(^gij)
QrrQoo
9tt{9(f)(f)9'iijij ~  9(f)t) “ 1“  9^(f>i^ 9<t>t9'4^ t ~  9'ipt9(f>(f> ~  9(j)t9'4j'^
(15.1)
After some algebra, we find that
D =  cos  ^9 sin^  9[{2rn — R)R + L2{cos^  9 — sin^  — ‘m) — cos  ^9 sin^  9]
= -cos"ils in ''ilA ^r2^ ;/ (15.2)
9h 9'P-4> ~ 9h  = cos  ^ sin^  6>A /^ [^A + A:iLi + (sin  ^0 -  cos  ^<9)A;2Z/2
+ ¿ 3^3 — cos  ^^sin  ^9Ll{2rn +  2mp +  /?)] (15.3)
We know that — g~^  ^  so
-9 9
kiL\ + (sin  ^9 — cos  ^9)k2lj2 + k^ L^  — cos  ^9 sin'^  9Ll(2m + 2rnp + R)
(15.4)
r2 A^
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S =  A? R[2m — R) jR(cos  ^9 — sin  ^9)L2 — 2m(cos^ 9li +  sin  ^9I2Y
A +  {L\ki +  L:ikz){sin^ 9 +  cos'* 9) +  / /2^2(sin  ^9 — cos  ^9) 2 sin  ^9 cos  ^9(L-ik^ +  L·.
(15.5)
S =  A3 R{2m — jR) +  R{cos^ 9 — sin  ^9)L2 — 2m(cos^ 9l\ +  sin  ^^/2)^
A +  {L\k\ + Lzk )^{s\vi  ^9 + cos'* 9) + i/2 2^(sin  ^9 — cos  ^9) + 2sin^ 9 cos  ^9{Lik3 + Lr
(15.6)
Note that at the horizon, R = m — ^L2 + \\JL2 + 4m(m — L\) and E =  0. 
We find
y/| +  4 m ( m - X i )
K =
-\/L·. -\- L\k\ 4" //2^ :2 d" L^ k^
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